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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Model of Hard Real-Time Computation
In a hard real-timesystem, the computer periodicallygets information from
the environment through sensors,updatesitsinternalsystemstates based on
the inputs and the current internalstates,and generates control commands to
changetheenvironmentthroughactuators.
The single most important requirement for a hard real-time system isthatit
must make correctresponses toenvironmental changes within specified time
intervals, called deadlines [1, 7, 21, 26, 27, 33]. Those deadlines, which by the
designspecification must absolutelybe met by theoperationalsystem,are
called harddeadlines.Missing any hard deadline can leadtocatastrophic
results. Examples of such systems include nuclear power plant control, missile
control,etc..Duetothecharacteristicsofhardreal-timeapplications,
deterministic system behavior isa must.
A hard real-time software system consists of a set of state machines, also called
tasks or processes, which cooperate toachieve the system goal. These state
machinesareresponsibleforreadingtheinputsfromtheenvironment,
storingandupdatingtheinternalsystemstates,andgeneratingcontrol
commands tocontrolthe environment. Each state machineis composed of a
subsetofthesystemstates(data)andanalgorithmforthestate
transformation. We callthese state machines tasks.2
There are two kinds of tasks in hard real-time control systems: periodic and
sporadic (aperiodic) tasks.Periodictasks must execute periodically. On the
other hand, a sporadic task is executed only in response to some specific event.
Each time a task is executed, we say an instance of it is generated. A task meets
its deadlines if and only if all of its instances meet their deadlines.
Inthisthesis, we firststudy hard real-time scheduling problems where each
task, either periodic or sporadic, is defined by a four tuple (r,c, p, d):r being
its release time, c computation time, p period, and d deadline. (The period of a
sporadic taskwill be explained in sections1.2.1and 1.2.3.2.) The question is
whether all tasks can meet their deadlines on one processor.If not, how many
processorsare needed?
We say that a hard real-time system has deterministic behavior if allits tasks
can be scheduled suchthatallthe timing (and precedence)constraintsare
met. As a result, hard real-time scheduling is an essential part of our research.
We then describe a hard real-time software development environment,called
HaRTS, which consists of a design tool and a scheduling tool. The design tool is
used tographically design a hard real-time application. We examine how to
analyze a graphical design to ensure that the resulting application, consisting
ofasetofhardreal-time(andprecedence)constrainedtasks,has
deterministic behavior. The scheduling toolisused toschedule and simulate
the execution of aset of precedence-constrained periodic tasks.Itsscheduling
algorithms are based on our theoreticalresults on hard real-time scheduling.1.2 Hard Real-Time Scheduling Problems
Hard real-time
in that a hard
changes within
hard-realtime
3
schedulingisdifferent from many other scheduling problems
real-time system must make correct responses to environmental
hard deadlines. We study the problem of scheduling a set of
constrainedtasksinuniprocessor environment anddistributed
memory systems.
1.2.1 Problem Definition and Notations
We now formallydefineour hardreal-timeschedulingproblemsandthe
notations to be used throughout this thesis. Formally, a task T is defined by a
four tuple (r, c, p, d), where r isits release time; c computation time; p period,
and d deadline. The release time of a task is the time when it is requested or can
be requestedfor thefirsttime, depending on whetheritisa periodicor
sporadic task. For a sporadic task, its period is specified as 0.
Itshould be pointed out thatin many hard real-time scheduling researches,
say in [13, 27, 33, 37], sporadic tasks are assumed to be constrained by minimum
periods. That is, each sporadic taskis assumed to have a minimum period by
whichitcan be requestedconsecutively.Inourstudy, we eliminatethis
assumption. For a sporadictask, we only assume that the required response
deadline isspecified. As a result, 0 is used as the third element of the tuple
defining a sporadic task.
We use t = (Ti , T2 ,Tn} to represent a set of hard real-time constrained tasks,
where Tiiseither a periodic or a sporadic task,i=1,2,...,n,andis
characterized by the tuple(ri, ci, pi, di). We say that t is valid if and only if for
any Ti E T, we have cidi and cipi.In this thesis, we assume thatall given
task sets are valid.4
In this thesis, we assume that time is discrete. Events only occur at clock ticks.
In the four tuple for a task, r specifies a time point; c, p, and d are given as
multiples of the interval between two consecutive clock ticks. Without loosing
generality, we assume that the minimum task release time of a task setis0.
Note that under this assumption, if all tasks are released at the same time, their
release times must be 0.
We use Tg to refer to the jth instance of task Ti, i = 1, 2,n and j = 1, 2, ...; rg the
request time of Tg; and dg the deadline of Tg. That is, thejth instance of task Ti is
requested at time rg and must finish its execution no later than at time dg = nIj +
di. For a periodic task Ti, we have ri =rj = + pi , j = 2, 3, ... .
Similarly, we use sij to refer to the start time of the execution of Tg under a
specific schedule and fgthe correspondingfinishtime.Ingeneral, when a
processor is shared by more than one task,sij Z rij.Under anon-preemptive
schedule, we have fg = sij + ci. A schedule for 'Cis valid if and only if for all i = 1,
2,n and j = 1, 2, ...,sij z rg and fij 5 dii.
We say that "Cisscheduleable with respect toa scheduling algorithm category
if and only if there exists a valid schedule under a scheduling algorithmin
that category. An algorithm is said to be optimal with respect to a scheduling
algorithm category if and only if for any task set scheduleable with respect to
that category, the algorithm can generate a valid schedule for it.In this thesis,
scheduleabilityisalways with respect to a scheduling algorithm category.
We recognizethreedifferentschedulingalgorithmcategories:fixed-priority
preemptive,dynamic-prioritypreemptive,andnon-preemptive.In
preemptive scheduling, task executionisallowed to be interrupted. During run
time, the task with the highest priority among the ready tasks preempts the
executionoftheothers.Infixed-priorityscheduling,tasksareassigned
priorities before run time and those priorities do not change during run time.
On the other hand, tasksare assigned priorities during run time in dynamic-priorityscheduling.In non-preemptive scheduling, task execution can not be
interrupted. Once a task has started its execution,it runs to completion.
Note that a task set which is scheduleable with respect to one category may not
be scheduleable with respecttoanother. For example,ataskset whichis
scheduleable when arbitrary preemptionisallowed may not be scheduleable
when preemptionisforbidden.
Scheduling algorithms can also be classifiedintothese two categories:those
which intentionally insert idle processor times and those which do not. A non-
inserted-idle-time (NIIT) algorithm does not idle the processor as long as there
aretasks readytoexecute. A schedule generated by such analgorithmis
referredtoasaNIIT schedule.Inthisthesis, we mainly consider NIIT
algorithms which are most often seen in the real world.
Given aset of hard real-time constrained tasks,the questionsare(1)Isit
scheduleable on one processor?(2) How many processors are needed to meet
taskdeadlines?
In therest of thisthesis, lcm represents theleast common multiple of the
periods of a periodic task set, Amin = min {pi , p2 ,pn}, Pmax = max{piP2
Pn), rmax = max{r1 , r2 ,...,lb}, and furthermore, when we need to refer to a
sporadictask Tiunder the minimum periodconstraint,pi minis used to
representits minimum period.
Finally, we wanttopointoutthatinourtheoreticalstudy,noexplicit
precedenceconstraints among tasksareconsidered. We shallconsider them
when we analyze HaRTS design diagrams. However,itshould be noted that
undernon-preemptivescheduling,differenttaskreleasetimescanbe
interpretedasimplicit precedence constraintsif needed.6
1.2.2 Review of Earlier Results
Inthissection, we review earlierresults on hard real-time scheduling. For
each case, we describe the problem in our notations,state the restrictions on
our general problem definition,and then give the major results. We intend to
present enough details for each case sothat the readers can get a clear picture
of the previous knowledge on solving the problem. Thissection not only puts
our later comparison in a clear contextbut also serves as a quick reference on
hardreal-timescheduling.
1.2.2.1 Preemptive Scheduling on One Processor
Mostresearchresultsonhardreal-timeschedulingareonpreemptive
schedulinginuniprocessor environment[17,18,21,27,33].In preemptive
scheduling,whenarbitrarypreemptionisallowed,assoonasahigher-
prioritytask becomes readytoexecute,itpreemptstheexecutionof the
currentlyexecutingtask.Inthissection,unlesswe pointout,arbitrary
preemptionisassumed. The central problem in preemptive scheduling is how
to assign priorities to tasks.
1.2.2.1.1Fixed-Priority Scheduling
In[21],theproblem wastodecidethescheduleabilityof thefollowing
restricted task set on one processor: T = [Ti , T2 ,Tn), where Tiis a periodic
task,ri = 0, and di = pi, for all i = 1, 2, ..., n. Thatis, in T,all tasks are periodic,
they areallreleasedat time 0 and the task deadlines areall equal to their
correspondingperiods.Inthefixed-priorityapproach,theratemonotonic
(RM) scheduling algorithm assigns the highest prioritytothe task with the
smallest period,tiesbeing brokenarbitrarily.
Theorem 1.1[21]. The RM algorithmisoptimal with respect tofixed-priority
scheduling for T.7
Theorem 1.2[21].Under the RM algorithm, zis scheduleable if Eci/p
i=1
n(21/II-1).
Comment. For large n,n(21/n- 1) converges toIn 2 - 0.69.
In [33], the same scheduleability question asabove was asked without arbitrary
preemption assumption. Due to mutualexclusion,a higher-prioritytask may
be blocked by lower-priority tasks. Todeal with this problem, a communication
protocol, called priority ceiling protocol, wasintroduced. Under this protocol, a
task trying toenter a criticalsection can be blocked by at most one of the
criticalsections of any lower-priority tasks. Let bi bethelongest blocking
duration that task Ti can experienceduring run time by any task of lower
priority.
Theorem 1.3[33]. Under the RM algorithm and the priorityceiling protocol,
T is scheduleable ify(cib i)/pn(21/I1- 1).
i=1
Comment. Itis not hard to imagine that deciding how long a periodic task can
be blocked by lower-priority tasks is not an easyjob. More results based on the
rate monotonic approach can be foundin [34, 37].
In [18],it was shown that the RM algorithm is no longeroptimal for this task
set: T = {T1 , T2 ,Tn}, where Tiis a periodic task, ri = 0, and dipi, for all i = 1,
2,...,n. Note that this time, thetask deadlines can be less than their respective
periods. As a result, the deadline inversion (DI)algorithm, which assigns the
highest prioritytothetaskwiththesmallestdeadline,tiesbeing broken
arbitrarily,wasintroduced.8
Theorem 1.4[18]. The DI algorithm is optimal with respect to fixed-priority
scheduling for T.
Comment. When the task release times are not restricted, no optimalfixed-
priority scheduling algorithm has been found [18].
Theorem1.5[18]. Under afixed-priorityschedulingalgorithm,ifthefirst
deadlines of all tasks are met, Tis scheduleable.
Comment.Thistheoremallowsustodevelopapseudo-polynomialtime
algorithm for checking the scheduleability of T [18].
When the same-release-time restrictionisfurther lifted,T = (Ti , T2 ,...,TO,
where Tiis a periodic task and di 5 pi, for all i = 1, 2, ..., n, we have:
Theorem 1.6[18].Under agivenfixed-priorityschedulingalgorithm,T is
scheduleable if and only if all deadlines in the time interval (0, rmax + 2*Icm]
are met.
Theorem 1.7[18].Deciding whether Tisscheduleable under a given fixed-
priorityscheduling algorithmisNP-hard.
Comment. From Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, we know that the problem of checking
whether all deadlines in the time interval (0, rmax + 2*Icm] are met is NP-hard.
1.2.2.1.2 Dynamic-Priority Scheduling
The earliest deadline first (EDF) [8, 21] algorithm assigns the highest priority
to the task with the earliest deadline at any time during runtime, ties being
brokenarbitrarily.Ontheotherhand,theleastslacktimefirst(LSF)
algorithm [27] assigns the highest priority to the task with the least slack time
at any time during run time, ties being brokenarbitrarily. The slack time of a9
task ready to execute isequal to the difference between itsdeadline and its
execution time left to be completed at any moment during run time.
Theorem 1.8[8,27]. The EDF algorithm and the LSF algorithm are optimal
with respect to hard real-time scheduling.
Comment. The two algorithmsare optimal for any hard real-time constrained
taskset: periodic, sporadic or mixed. Furthermore, any combination of the two
algorithmsisalso an optimal hard real-time scheduling algorithm[27].
In parallelto Theorem1.2,[21]alsoprovided a theorem for the dynamic-
priority approach for the same restricted task set:"C = [Ti T2 ,Tr}, where Ti
is a periodic task, ri = 0, and di = pi, for all i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Theorem 1.9[21]. Under the EDF algorithm,tiis scheduleable if and only if
Eci/pi. < 1.
i=1
Comment. Theorem 1.9 was further proved to be true in [12] for the following
less restricted task set:ti = {Ti , T2 ,TO, where Tiis a periodic or sporadic
task, pi = pi min if Ti is a sporadic task, and di = pi, for all i = 1, 2,n. That is, in
T, tasks can be either periodic or sporadic and they may have different release
times. But, all deadlines must be equal to the respective periods. Note that the
sporadic tasks are under the minimum period constraints.
Inthescheduling problemconsideredin[17],taskreleasetimesarenot
restrictedand task deadlinesare allowed to be lessthan the corresponding
periods: t = [Ti , T2 ,Tn], where Tiis a periodic task and dipi, for all i = 1, 2,
n. Let C(t) represent the configuration of a schedule at time t, defined to be
the n tuple (cic2,t, where cik for all i = 1, 2,..., n,is the amount of
time for which task Ti has executed since itslast request up to until time t and
ci,t is undefined if t < ri. Then, we have:10
Theorem 1.10[17]. Under the EDF algorithm,tiis scheduleable if and only if
all deadlines in the time interval (0, rmax + 2*lcm] are metand C(rmax + lcm) =
C(rmax + 2*lcm).
Theorem1.11[17].Decidingwhethertiisscheduleableunderdynamic-
priorityschedulingisNP-hard.
Comment. From Theorems1.8,1.10 and1.11, we know that the problem of
checking whether all deadlines in the interval (0, rm ax +2*lcm] are met under
the EDF algorithmisNP-hard. Note that the EDF algorithmisoptimal with
respecttohardreal-timescheduling and checking whether C(rm ax + lcm) =
C(rmax + 2*Icm) takes only 0(n) time.
1.2.2.2 Non-preemptive Scheduling on One Processor
In (13], the problem was to decide the scheduleability of thefollowing task set
under non-preemptive constraint on one processor:. ti = ,T2 ,Tn}, where
Tiis a periodic or sporadic task, ri = xi, xi being an integer variable,pi = pi min
if Ti is a sporadic task, and di = pi, for all i = 1, 2, ..., n.
It should be pointed out that the term scheduleability in [13] has twodifferent
meanings depending on the taskset under consideration. For the above task
set where each xiisa variable, the scheduleability does not depend ontask
release times.If such a task setisscheduleable,itis scheduleable no matter
when each task is released. On the other hand, from the above task set, we can
derive an infinite number of task sets in our definition by setting each xi to a
specific constant. In [13], each so-derived task set is called a concrete set ofthe
originalset. The scheduleability for a concrete task set hasthe same meaning
as that defined in this thesis. Note thatif the original task set isscheduleable,
any concrete task set derivedfrom it must also be scheduleable.11
Let floor(x) be the largest integer less than or equal to x and assume that the
tasks in tiare in non-decreasing order by period.
Theorem 1.12[13]. The following two conditionsare necessary fortito be
n i - 1
scheduleable:(1) lc iip 1;(2) L z ci +Eflo OWL -1 )/pj)* c j, for all i = 2, ..., n
i=1 j=1
and all L, pi < L < pi.
The non-preemptive EDF algorithm usedinthefollowing theorem works as
follows: When the processorisavailable,itassigns CPU tothat ready task
which has the earliest deadline,ties being brokenarbitrarily.
Theorem1.13[13].Under thenon-preemptive EDF algorithm,ifthe two
conditions in Theorem 1.12 are satisfied, Tis scheduleable.
Comment. Theorems 1.12 and 1.13 are also true for concrete sporadic-only task
sets.However, for concrete periodic-onlytasksets,thescheduling problem
becomesharder.
Theorem1.14[13].Decidingwhetheraconcreteperiodictasksetis
scheduleable is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Comment. When a periodic task set does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem
1.12, a concrete periodic task set derived from it can still be scheduleable.
Theorem1.15[13].Thereisnooptimalnon-preemptivealgorithmfor
scheduling concrete periodictasks which makes each scheduling decisionin
polynomial time unless P = NP.12
1.2.2.3 Transforming Sporadic Tasks
In hardreal-timescheduling,itisa common practicetotransform every
sporadic task into its equivalent periodic task [1, 27]. The purpose ofdoing so is
to use the periodic task to reserve time slots for thesporadic task in a schedule
generated for the resulting periodic-only taskset. The periodic task and the
sporadictask have the same function.However, they have different timing
behaviors. The former is requested periodically. The latter is requested when a
related event occurs. Instead of waiting passively to be triggered by an event
as the sporadic task does, theperiodic task periodically checks to see whether a
related event has occurred.
In [27), a sporadic task Ti defined by the four tuple(0,ci, pi min, di)was
transformed intothe following equivalent periodictask:T'i = (0, c'i,p'i,
wherec'i = ci, p'i = min{di - ci + 1, pi min}, and d'i = ci.It was shown that if the
periodictask meetsitsdeadlinesinaschedule,allrelatedeventswillbe
handled on time during run time.
It should be noted that in the resulting periodic task,c'i =In general, a
periodic task set containing such tasksis more likely not to be scheduleable
because the deadlines of such tasks are too tight. Each time such a taskis
requested, it must be scheduled right away and occupies the next c'i time slots.
1.2.2.4 Scheduling in Multiprocessor Environment
There arefarlessresults on scheduling hard real-time constrained tasksin
multiprocessor environmentthaninuniprocessor environment[36].Inthis
section,amultiprocessorenvironmentsimplymeansmultipleindependent
processors unless we specify otherwise.
Ingeneral,hardreal-timeschedulinginmultiprocessor environment can be
classifiedinto two categories:partition-basedscheduling and non-partitioning13
scheduling[10,18].Inpartition-basedscheduling,tasksarepartitionedinto
disjoint subsets and each subset is assigned to a distinct processor. On the other
hand,in non-partitioning scheduling, tasksare not partitioned.
1.2.2.4.1 Partition-Based Schedultna
In [18],it was shown that partition-based scheduling with m processors is NP-
hard in the strong sense even for the simple periodic task setwhere alltasks
arereleasedatthe same time and the task deadlines areallequaltothe
respective periods: T = (Ti , T2 ,TnI, where Tiis a periodic task, ri = 0, and di=
pi, for all i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Theorem1.16[18].Deciding whetherTisscheduleable on m processors
under the partition-based approach is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Comment. [18]only considered fixed-priority preemptive scheduling. However,
the reduction method used there for proving NP-hardness does notdepend on
anyspecificschedulingalgorithm. Thus, Theorem1.16istrue under any
algorithm,fixed-prioritypreemptive,
preemptive,etc..
dynamic-prioritypreemptive,non-
In [10], the problem was to decide the minimum number of processorsneeded
to meet the deadlines of the above task setunder the partition-based approach.
The RM algorithm was used to ensure that the tasks on the same processor meet
their deadlines.Several heuristicsfor partitioning the taskset were proposed
and worst-case bounds on the performance of these heuristicsin terms of the
minimum number of processors needed were derived.
Itshould be noted that under the partition-based approach, the problemof
deciding the minimum number of processors needed to meet the deadlines of a
periodic task setissimilar to the traditional bin-packing problem in that each
processor is like a bin of size 1 and each taskTi is like an element of size ci/p14
The sum of ci/p ifor the tasks on the same processor can not be larger than 1.
(We shall prove thisin Chapter 2.) However, the partition-based scheduling
problem here has one more dimension: meeting deadlines. c i/p 1 + ... +ck/p k 5..
1does not guarantee that the k tasks on the same processor can meettheir
deadlines under aspecific scheduling algorithm.
The bin-packing problem is NP-hard in the strong sense[11]. But,it has been
well studied. Many heuristic algorithms exist for solvingthe problem [14]. Due
tothesimilaritybetweenthebin-packing problemandthepartition-based
scheduling problemhere,theheuristicalgorithmsfortheformerarethe
naturalcandidatestobeconsideredindevelopingtheheuristicsfor
partitioning the tasks of thelatter.
Theorem1.17givesworst-case bounds on the performance of the following
three well-known heuristicsfor the bin-packing problem:first-fit(FF), best-
fit(BF)andfirst-fit-descending(FFD),wheretheletterIrepresentsan
instanceof theproblem,algorithm(I)the number of binsneeded by the
algorithm and OPT(I) the number of bins needed bythe optimal algorithm.
Theorem 1.17[14]. For all instances I of the bin packing problem,
FF(I)17/10*OPT(I) + 2
BF(I) 5 17/10*OPT(I) + 2
FFD(I)11/9*OPT(I) + 4
In[31],thepriorityceilingprotocolwas extendedtoschedule dependent
periodic tasks in shared memory systems. (See section1.2.2.1.1.) However, the
result is quite complex and contains too much overhead to be practical [36].
1.2.2.4.2 Non - partitioning Scheduling
In[18],a theorem parallelto Theorem 1.16for non-partitioning scheduling
was also provided. The task set T inthe following theorem is the same as that in15
Theorem 1.16: 'T = (Ti , T2 ,Tn}, where Tiis a periodic task, ri = 0, and di =
for all i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Theorem1.18[18].Deciding whetheriisscheduleable on m processors
under the non-partitioning approach is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Comment. Theorem 1.18 is true no matter what scheduling algorithm you use to
schedule the tasks on the same processor.
From Theorems 1.16 and1.18, we seethatas we move from uniprocessor
environment tomultiprocessor environment, we can not even expect pseudo-
polynomial-time algorithms unless P = NP.
[32, 35, 40] proposed a dynamic approach to scheduling real-time constrained
tasks in a distributed system. Under the approach, each task instance istreated
asan independent task. When atask(instance)arrivesata node inthe
distributed system, the local processor firsttriesto scheduleitlocally.If the
task can not be scheduled locally without violating timing constraints,itis
sent to another node in the system. No attempt is made atstatic time to make
sure that all tasks (task instances)will meet their deadlines during run time.16
1.2.3 Our Results
In thissection, we summarize our results on hard real-time scheduling and
contrast them with earlierresults.
1.2.3.1 Scheduling on One Processor
We prove two sufficient conditions,statedin Theorem 2.1and Theorem 2.3,
respectively, for a periodic task set to be scheduleable on one processor. The
first condition only applies to those tasksets where dipi for alltasks. The
second condition applies to any general periodic task set.
FirstCondition: A periodic task set, where di z pi for alltasks,is scheduleable
on one processor if the sum of the execution timesis less than or equal to the
minimum period. This condition isvery easy to check althoughitisnot as
powerful as the second condition, below.
SecondCondition: Given a periodic task set, there are potentially an infinite
number of task instances. This requires us to find a finite time interval such
that the schedule for this interval can be repeated. When all task release times
are restricted to 0 and di 5_ pi for all tasks, the least common multiple(lcm) of
the periods is the well known choice for such a finite time interval. But, what
happens when the task release times and the deadlines are not restricted? We
prove that with respect to NIIT algorithms,itissufficient to consider the first
two lcm time periods, only.
Our two sufficientconditions can beappliedtoboth preemptive and non-
preemptive scheduling. Thisisin sharp contrast toearlierresults,which are
eitherforpreemptiveor non-preemptivescheduling.Our secondsufficient
condition is most general with respect to NIIT algorithms. If a periodic task set
isscheduleable under any NIIT algorithm,it must also be scheduleable under
our second condition. We shall demonstrate this by showing that those periodic17
task sets whose scheduleability can be decided by the methods in [12,13, 17, 18,
21]arecontainedinapropersubsetoftheperiodictasksetswhose
scheduleabilityisdecidable with our second condition.
Inadditiontothetwosufficientconditions, we alsoproveanecessary
condition, stated in Theorem 2.2, for a periodic task set to be scheduleable on
oneprocessorunderanyschedulingalgorithm.Unlikethenecessary
conditions reportedinearlier works, our necessary condition does not depend
on any specific scheduling algorithm.If a periodic task set containing n tasks
does not satisfy this condition: ci/p 1 ++ cn/p n 51,itis not scheduleable on
one processor under any schedulingalgorithm.
1.2.3.2 Transforming Sporadic Tasks
We presenta methodfor transformingasporadictaskintoanequivalent
periodictask.The transformation methodisoptimalwithrespecttonon-
preemptive scheduling. The optimalityisin the sense that the resulting task
has the maximum period. We prove that, when preemption is not allowed, the
period that the periodic task can have to meet the timing constraints of the
sporadic task can not be larger than half of the deadline of the sporadic task.
Thisisstatedin Theorem 2.4. With this method, the results on scheduling
periodic task sets can be applied to task sets containing both periodic tasks and
sporadictasks.
As seen in section1.2.2.2,[13] provided a sufficient and necessary condition
for a sporadic-only tasksetto be scheduleable on one processor under the
non-preemptive EDF algorithm.[27]provideda method for transforming a
sporadic task into an equivalent periodic task. See section 1.2.2.3. In both cases,
the sporadic tasks are constrained by the minimum periods by which they can
berequestedconsecutively.18
We eliminate thisrestriction on sporadic tasks. Our sporadic tasks are only
constrained by the required response deadlines. From the required deadlineof
a sporadictask, we derivetheworst-case frequency by which theevent
driving the task can occur such that each of them can be handled on time by
the sporadic task(itsequivalent periodictask).Iftheevents occur more
frequently than allowed by the worst-case frequency, some of them may not
be handled on time if at all. We consider this to be adesign issue which should
be considered by designers.
1.2.3.3 Scheduling In Distributed Systems
We propose various heuristicalgorithmsfor scheduling periodic tasksetsin
distributedmemorysystemsandevaluatetheirperformancesthrough
simulations.All of the heuristicsare non-preemptive and partition-based.
Under thepartition-basedapproach,
heuristics. Along one dimension, we
processors. Along the other dimension
tasks on the same processor.
therearetwo dimensionstoconsider
need to decide how to allocate tasks to
, weneed to decide how to schedule the
For task allocation, we use the modified versions of the following heuristics for
the bin-packing problem: FF, FFA (first-fit-ascending), FFD, BF, and WF (worst-
fit).Thefitcriterionisthatthetaskson each processor can meet their
deadlines. We further propose two more task allocation heuristics: FFA_P and
FFD_P. FFA and FFA_P work similarly. The difference between them liesin
sorting keys. In FFA, ci/p iis the sorting key. In FFA_P, piis the sorting key.
The same explanation also applies to the difference between FFD and FFD_P.
The methods for deciding whether the periodic tasks on a processor can meet
their deadlines are based on Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Under the checking method
based on Theorem 2.1, called the MP (minimum period) algorithm, a subset of19
the given periodic tasks are allowed to be allocated to the same processorif the
sum of their execution times is nolarger than their minimum period.
The methods based on Theorem 2.3 check to ensure that theinstances of the
tasks
their
NIIT
on a processor which are requestedin the first two lcm periods meet
deadlinesunder thecorresponding NIIT schedulingalgorithms.Three
algorithms are considered: the FCF (first-come-first)algorithm,the non-
preemptive EDF algorithm, and the non-preemptive LSFalgorithm. The FCF
algorithmschedulesthetask(instance)whichisrequestedfirst when the
processorisavailable.Thenon-preemptive LSFalgorithmisthenon-
preemptive version of the preemptive LSF algorithm.
Basically, each combination of one of the allocationheuristics, say FF, with
oneof the scheduling heuristics, say FCF, constitutes aheuristic algorithm for
our scheduling problem here.
The performances of the various heuristic algorithms wereevaluated through
simulations.The performanceparametersconsideredarethenumber of
processors used, processor utilizationrate and execution time. The simulation
tasksetswereallrandomlygenerated,constrainedbyman-controlled
parameters,e.g.,the domain of the periodstobegenerated.Inthefour
parametersdefiningaperiodictask,thereleasetime,executiontime and
period were randomly generated. The deadline was set to be equal to theperiod.
In addition to the MP, FCF, EDF, and LSF algorithms, two morealgorithms were
considered: the NT and the RM algorithms. NT stands for no-time (constraints).
The NT algorithm is a dummy algorithm under which a set of k tasks isallowed
to be allocated to a processor as long as clip 1 + c2 /P2 ++ + ck/p k 5 1. It is
obvious that under the NT algorithm,
is of interest because its combination
apseudo-lowerboundonthe
no timing constraints are considered.It
with an allocation heuristic can produce
numberofprocessorsneededbythe
combinations of the same allocationalgorithm withother heuristicswhich20
consider timing constraints,e.g., EDF. Note that the bound isnot necessarily
the real lower-bound because the allocation algorithmisheuristic.
The RM algorithm is of interest because it provides a processor utilization rate
bound (0.69) to be compared with. Under the RM algorithm, a set of k periodic
tasks is allowed to be allocated to the same processor if clip 1 + c2 ++
ck/p k 5 0.69. See section 1.2.2.1.1.
Our simulation results show that although the MP, FCF, EDF, and LSF heuristics
arenon-preemptive,underthesameallocationalgorithm,theycan
outperformthepreemptive RM algorithmintermsofthenumberof
processors used and processor utilization rate. However, we must point out that
the bound 0.69ispessimisticfor the RM algorithm. k periodic tasks on a
processor may stillbe able to meet their deadlines under the RM algorithm
when they do not satisfy the condition clip 1 + c2 /P2 ++ ck/pk0.69 [18, 21].
Our simulationresultsalso show thatour heuristicalgorithmsarefast. A
second or two or less are allit takes for an algorithm to perform. As a result,
they are suitable to be used in hard real-time system design and analysis tools
to produce quick design feedbacks.
It is important to note that the messages sent by periodic tasks, if exist, are also
periodic. As a result, in a distributed memory system, message passing can be
handledjustliketaskexecution.Under non-preemptivescheduling,the
system has deterministic behavior as long asall tasks meet their deadlines and
all messages arrive on time. These are summarized in Theorem 3.1.
Under our partition-based approach, the behavior of a hard real-time system
can be determinedatstatictime. Thisisinsharp contrasttothe dynamic
approach in[32, 35, 40]. Although the approach in [31] was also claimed to be
deterministic,itis too complex and contains too much overhead to be practical
due to the need to ensure mutual exclusions in shared memory systems.21
1.3 Design and Analysis of Hard Real-Time Systems
We have builta graphical software development environment, called HaRTS,
for designing and analyzing hard real-timeapplications, which consistsof a
design tool and a scheduling tool.
1.3.1 Why a New Case Tool?
What motivated us to develop HaRTS design
designismucheasierfordesigners,
comprehend.Thisbeliefismainlydue
engineeringsuccessenjoyedinother
architecture,mechanicalengineering,etc.).
done by drawing diagrams, and "What You See
toolis our belief that a graphical
reviewers,andmaintainersto
toobservationoftherelative
engineeringdisciplines(e.g.,
Inthosedisciplines,designis
Is What You Get".
HaRTS designtoolsupportsahierarchicaldesigndiagramforcapturing
requirements. Thedesignhierarchyseparatesadesignintoself-contained
subdesigns. Yet, the design can be flattened to give you a global view. When
one processor can not satisfy the timing (and precedence) requirements of a
design,thehierarchyprovidesanatural wayforassigningsubdesignsto
different processorsina distributed environment.
Traditionalgraphical software design methods normally separatecontrolflow
from data flow [19]. Nor do they support the strict timing requirements of hard
real-timeapplications.[27]introducedagraphicalcomputation model which
incorporates
control and
design tool
This allows
stricttiming constraints. However,itisstillbased on separate
data flow diagrams. Unlike earlier graphical design methods, our
supports a design diagram which combines control and data flow.
us to easily obtain a whole picture of a hard real-time application,
which isdifficult to achieve through examining separate control flow and data
flow diagrams.22
A hard real-time application under such a design is defined by a control flow
network and a data flow network. The control flow network is driven by timers
and external events. The design diagram is quite intuitive, and yetit can be
automatically translated into Adam code [3] and analyzed for scheduleability.
It must be pointed out that our design methodology is based on the needs of
realapplications. For example,amissileflightcontrolapplication playeda
major roleinthe development of HaRTS design diagram. We shalluse the
simplified version of thisapplication as an example in our presentation.
HaRTS scheduling toolis used to schedule task graphs, directed acyclic graphs
whose nodes are periodic tasks, and examine the deterministic behavior of a
task graph under a selectedschedule.Itsheuristicscheduling algorithms try
touseas few processorsaspossible to meet both timing and precedence
constraints. Based on a generated schedule for a task graph, the scheduling
toolcansimulatethetaskexecution with highlyanimated userinterfaces,
which goes beyond thetraditional way of examining a schedule asastatic
Ganttchart.
Due tohistorical reasons, the design tool and the scheduling tool have been
developedseparatelyand have not been fullyintegratedyet.However, we
shall show that the current scheduling tool can be extended to schedule the
precedence-constrained periodic task set derived from HaRTS design diagram.
The design tool has been implemented on Macintosh using an object-oriented
application framework, called Objex [38,39].It must be pointed out that the
implementation of the design toolisattributedtothe author of [39] who
designed and implemented thetool's user interface,the datastructures,etc..
The basic idea of HaRTS design diagram was initiated by the Boeing software
engineering group. The author of thisthesisisresponsible for completing the
development of the design diagram. Furthermore,the code generation method23
and the design diagram analysis method to be described in chapter 4 are the
work of this author.
The scheduling tool has been implemented on Macintosh using Think Pascal
based onanexistinggraphicaltoolfordefiningandschedulingparallel
applications, called Para llex[20]. Para llex uses directed acyclic graphs, called
task graphs, to define parallelapplications.
to incorporate task periods.
1.3.2 Analyzing HaRTS Design Diagram
We haveextended the task graph
We giveasystematic method forderivingasetof precedence-constrained
periodictasksfroma HaRTS designdiagramwhichtogether meetthe
requirements.Sporadictasksaretransformedintotheirequivalentperiodic
tasks. The behavior of theresultingapplication froma HaRTS designis
determined by the execution of the so-derived periodic taskset. Under a task
execution schedule which meets the timing and precedence constraints of the
taskset,the resulting application has deterministic behavior.
We examine the scheduling problem derived from a HaRTS design diagram
which consists of a set of periodic tasks
the precedence constraints among the task
the precedence-constrainedperiodictask
diagram isdifferent from the task graph
and a directed acyclic graph defining
instances. We want to point out that
setderived froma HaRTS design
scheduled by HaRTS scheduling tool.
Here,itissufficient to point out the difference, which will become clear in
chapter4.
We extendourresultsonhardreal-timeschedulinginuniprocessor
environment, introduced in section1.2.3.1,to apply them to this new problem.
Givenaprecedence-constrainedperiodictaskset,thequestioniswhether
there existsa schedule on one processor which satisfies both the timing and
theprecedenceconstraints.24
We give an optimal preemptive scheduling algorithm for this problem. In[4],
anoptimalpreemptivealgorithmwasgivenforschedulingasetof
precedence-constrained tasks each of which isdefined by a release time, an
execution time and a deadline. In our scheduling problem, each task has one
more parameter called its period. Based on Theorem2.3, we extend the result in
[4] to take task periods into account. We show that the resulting algorithm is
optimal. This optimal result is stated in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
We also give an optimal non-preemptive NIIT algorithm. When preemptionis
not allowed, Theorem 2.3 allows us to transform our schedulingproblem into a
variation of the Sequencing With Intervals (SWI) problem[11]. Our optimal
NIITalgorithmbasicallyenumeratesthevalidpermutationsofthetask
instances requested in thefirst two lcm time periods. However, the optimal
NIIT algorithm may not be practicalforarealapplication due tothe NP-
completenessresult.
Compared withthetraditionalcyclic-executiveapproachtodeveloping hard
real-timeapplications[1],our design and analysisapproach eliminates the
painful process of unnaturally cutting the code into certain sized pieces that
fitinto time frames of a schedule. Instead, under our approach, a graphical
designis decomposed into scheduling tasks on a logicallevel. The resulting
task setis then automatically scheduled.
The well known rate monotonic approach summarized in[33] cannot handle
precedence-constrainedperiodictasksetsalthough with thepriorityceiling
protocol,itispossibletoscheduleperiodictaskscommunicatingthrough
criticalsections enforced by semaphores. However,itisnot an easy jobto
decide how long each periodic taskwill be blocked by lower-prioritytasks
duringruntime.Our approach hastheadvantagethatitguarantees both
timingand precedenceconstraints.25
1.4 The Contributions
1) We prove two sufficient conditions for a periodic task set to meetdeadlines
on oneprocessor,which canbeappliedtobothpreemptiveandnon-
preemptive scheduling,insharp contrasttoearlierresults.
1.1) The first condition is very simple to check but only applies tothose
periodic task sets with di > pi for all tasks.
1.2) The second condition is most general with respect to NIITalgorithms.
Thatis,ifa periodic taskset can meet deadlines under any NIIT
schedule,itmust also be scheduleable under the second condition.
Unlike earlierresults,thiscondition appliestoany general periodic
task set.
2) We prove a necessary condition for a periodic task set tobe scheduleable on
one processor.Unlikeearlierresults,thisconditionappliestoany periodic
tasksetunder anyschedulingalgorithm:preemptive,non-preemptive, with
inserted idle time, without inserted idle time, mixed, etc..
3) We present a method for transforming a sporadic task to anequivalent
periodictask.The transformation methodisoptimalwithrespecttonon-
preemptive scheduling. With this method, theresults on scheduling periodic-
only task sets can be applied to task sets containing both periodic tasks and
sporadictasks.
4) We propose various heuristic algorithms for scheduling periodic task setsin
distributedmemorysystemsandevaluatetheirperformancesthrough
simulations. We show that message passing in distributed memory systems can
be handled just like task execution.26
Although our heuristicalgorithmsarenon-preemptive, our simulationresults
show that they can outperform the heuristic algorithmsbased on the famous
preemptive rate monotonic algorithmin terms of the number of processors
used and processor utilizationrate. Our simulation results also show that our
heuristic algorithms are fast. As a result, they are suitable to beused in hard
real-time system design and analysis tools to produce quickdesign feedbacks.
5) We introducea hardreal-timesoftware development environment,called
HaRTS, consisting of a design tool and a schedulingtool. The design tool
supportsa hierarchical design diagramwhich combines the control and data
flow of a hard real-timeapplication. The design hierarchy separates a design
into self-contained subdesigns. Yet, the design canbe flattened to give you a
global view.In distributed memory systems, the designhierarchy providesa
naturalway forassigningsubdesignstodifferentprocessors. The design
diagram is quite intuitive, and yet it can be automaticallytranslated into Adam'
code and analyzed for scheduleability.
The scheduling tool schedules task graphs.Itsheuristic algorithms try to use
as few processors as possible to meetboth timing and precedence constraints.
Based onageneratedschedule,theschedulingtoolcan simulatethetask
executionwithhighlyanimateduserinterfaces,whichgoesbeyondthe
traditional way of examining a schedule as a static Gantt chart.
6) We show how to translate a HaRTS design into Adam code.However, the
directcodegeneration methoddoesnotguaranteemutualexclusionsand
meeting of deadlines. We show how to analyze a HaRTSdesign diagram to
ensure that the resulting application hasdeterministic behavior. We present a
systematicmethodforderivingasetof (precedence-constrained)periodic
tasks from a HaRTS design diagram which together meet therequirements. We
give one optimal preemptive algorithm and one optimal non-preemptiveNIIT
algorithmforschedulingtheso-derivedperiodictasksetinuniprocessor
environment.27
Chapter 2
Hard Real-Time Scheduling on One Processor
2.1 Scheduling Periodic Tasks
Inthissection,we considerschedulingperiodic-onlytasksetson one
processor. Those task sets containingboth periodic and sporadic tasks are dealt
with in section 2.2. We show that those periodic task setswhose scheduleability
can be decided by themethods in [12,13,17, 18, 21] are all contained in a
proper subset of the periodic task setswhose scheduleabilityis decidable with
a new result which we give asTheorem 2.3, below. We discuss the complexity of
the methods based on Theorems 2.1 and 2.3.
2.1.1 Minimum Period
We consider scheduling the following task set in this section:ti = {Ti , T2 ,
Tn), where Tiis a periodic task and di z pi, for alli = 1, 2,...,n. We give a
sufficientconditionfordecidingthescheduleabilityof suchataskset.
Although this condition is not as powerful as the one to be presentedin section
2.1.2, it is very simple to check.
Theorem2.1. Under any NIIT algorithm, if pj isscheduleable.
i=1
Proof.
Case 1.If no task instances compete for processor time (,i.e., every instance is
requested when theprocessorisidle),thenallinstanceswillmeettheir
deadlines during run time because di. Thus, "C isscheduleable.28
Case2.Iftaskinstances do compete for processor time,thecriticaltime
sections are those during which the time competition occurs.If the instances
requestedinthecriticaltimesectionscan meet theirdeadlines,thenall
instances can meet their deadlines. Figure 2.1 shows the task request pattern
and avalid non-preemptive schedule for an example taskset consisting of
three tasks whose instances compete for processor time.Italso illustrates what
we mean by critical and non-critical time sections.
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Figure 2.1. An example demonstrating critical time sections
Assume that Ti1J1, Ti2j2,Tikjk isa sequence of competing instances sorted in
non-decreasingorder bytheirrequesttimes,tiesbeing brokenarbitrarily,
and at time riiji the processor is idle. We shall prove thatif Amin i2,
i=1
,ik are distinct, that is, Tiljl, Ti2j2,Tikjk are generated from distinct tasks.
Let mk be the maximum number such that i1, 12, ,im aredistinct. Because
-im are distinct, we have mn and AminIcip. When Tith, Ti212,
p=1
Tjm areexecuted oneafteranotherwithnon-inserted-idle-time,theyall
finish before or at time riiji + ,cip < rith + EC ip < rith + pmin
p=1 P=129
The next instance of any one of Tip Ti2 ,Tim will be requested at most as
early as at rith + pmin. If k > m, according to the definition of m, Tim4.1jm+1 must
be an instance of one of Tip Ti2 ,Tim. But, because Tim+jjm44 competes for
processor time with at least one of Ti111, Ti2j2,Timjm,it must be requested
beforeriiji + pmin. A contradiction. Thus, we have m = k, that is, il, i2, ,ik are
distinct.
Because il, i2, ,ik are distinct, each critical time section includes at most one
instance from each distinct task. Because Tiljl, Ti2j2,Tikjk allfinish before or
at rith + pmin when theyare executed one after another with non-inserted-
idle-time and di Z p i,theyall meet their deadlines. Thus, i isscheduleable
under any NIIT algorithm. QED
It should be noted that the proof does not depend on whether the scheduling
algorithm is preemptive or non-preemptive. As long as the algorithm does not
idle the processor when there are tasks ready to execute, the theorem is valid.
Furthermore, if the condition of the theorem holds, the task set is scheduleable
independent of the task release times.
Figure 2.1 shows a FCF schedule for an example task set containing three tasks
whose deadlines are assumed to be equal to the corresponding periods. The
schedule time axis is divided by the smallest period of the three tasks (,i.e., the
period of Ti) after Tn.
2.1.2 !CM Time Period
In this section, we consider scheduling the general periodic task set: c = {Ti T2
,Tn}, where Tiis a periodic task for all i = 1, 2,..., n.It should be noted that
no restrictions are put on the task release times and deadlines. We first prove a
necessary condition for a general periodic tasksetto be scheduleable under30
any scheduling algorithm. Then, we give asufficient conditionfor "Cto be
scheduleable. This condition is also necessary with respect to MIT algorithms.
Theorem2.2. If Eci/p i > 1, ti is not scheduleable.
i=1
Proof.
Because Eci/p > 1, Eci*lcm/pi > lcm. The literal meaning of thisis that the
i=1 i=1
computation time demanded in each lcm time period exceeds the length of the
period. This means that even if we executed the instances requested in each
lcm period (including the start point but excluding the end point as far as task
request times are concerned) one after another without any idle time between
them (disregarding their request times and deadlines), some of them stillcan
not finish execution in the corresponding period.
In the following proof, we assume thatall tasks are released in the first lcm
time period and the total computation cost of each task in that period is the
same as that of the same task in each later lcm period. We can always do so
withoutlossof generalitybecause we assumeaninfinitescenario.Ifthe
assumption does not hold for a specific problem instance, we can always skip
the first few lcm time periods.
The accumulation of (part of) the execution times of those instances which are
requested but not finished in some lcm period will eventually lead to missed
deadlines. In the following, we first prove that the theorem is true for those
subproblemsinwhichalltaskdeadlinesareequaltoorlessthanthe
corresponding periods. We then argue that thisrestrictionis not needed.31
Let lcm = Eci*lcm/pi - x, where x > 0, and k be such an integer that k*x > lcm.
i=1
Then we have two cases:
Case 1. Some instances requested in the first k lcm time periods have already
missed their deadlines. Thus,ti is not scheduleable.
Case 2. Some of the instances which are requested in the first k lcm periods but
can not finish before time k *lcm willmiss their deadlines in the (k+l)th lcm
period. Such instances must exist according tothe above argument. Because
k*x > lcm,itis impossible for all such instances to finish in the (k +1)th lcm
period. Some of them will be left to the (k+2)th lcm period. These instances will
definitely miss their deadlines because the deadlines are equal to or less than
the corresponding periods and new instances of the same tasksare requested
in the (k+l)th lcm period. Thus, ti isnot scheduleable.
When we lift the restriction on task deadlines, itis not difficult to see that we
canalwaysfindalargeenoughksuchthattheaccumulationofthe
unfinished executiontimes of theinstancesrequestedinthefirstk lcm
periodswillleadtomisseddeadlines.Notethatonce taskdeadlinesare
specified, no matter how large they are, they become constants. Thus, without
the restriction on task deadlines, the theorem isstill valid. QED
Itshould be clear from the proof that Theorem 2.2isvalid no matter what
schedulingalgorithm,preemptiveornon-preemptive,withorwithout
inserted idle time, is used. As long as the condition in the theorem holds, the
task set is not scheduleable.
Now, we present the sufficient condition for a general periodic task set to be
scheduleable.Before we doso, we firststatethe assumptionsfor the next
theorem. The first assumption isthat at least one of the given tasks is released
at time 0. This can always be assured by shifting the time axis. The second32
assumption is the same as the one used in the previous theorem, which is that
the total computation cost of each task in the first lcm period is the same as
that of the same task in each later lcm period.
If the second assumption does not hold for a specific task set, we fillthe first
lcm period with the imagined task instances used as place holders. The filling
method repeatedly generates the imagined instances for a periodic task Ti = (ri,
pi, di) in such a way that ri(-1) = ripi; ri(-k) = ri(-k+1)Pi untilri(_k), k z 1,
becomes equal to or less than 0, where a negative index signifies an imagined
instance.Ifri( -k) < 0, we remove Ti( -k) from the imagined instance set.In this
way, we can ensure that the assumption always holds.
Theorem2.3. If Ici/p i 51and the instances requested in the time interval
i=1
[0, 2*1cm) all meet their deadlines under a NIIT schedule, T isscheduleable.
Proof.
Case1.If allinstances requested in the time interval[0,lcm) finish in the
interval(0,lcm] under the given schedule,T isscheduleablebecausethe
computation cost in each later lcm period is the same as that in the first and
the task request patterns are the same for all lcm time periods. Under the same
scheduling algorithm, the schedule for the first lcm period is repeated in each
later lcm period. This case is shown in Figure 2.2 in which all task deadlines
are assumed to be equal to the corresponding periods.T1
T3
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or21
or31
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1771r32
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Time
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4 Time
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Figure 2.2. An example demonstrating case1
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Case 2. Otherwise, some of the instances requested in the first lcm period will
(partially) be executed in the second lcm period.
The total computation cost of the instances requested in the first lcm period is
(c i/p 1 + c2/P2 + ...+ cn/P n) *Icm S lcm. If we did not consider the task request
times, under a NIIT schedule,allinstances requested in thefirst lcm period
would finish in that period.Itis the request times that lead to idle processor
times in the schedule, which in turn make finishing in the time interval(0,
lcm]impossible.
Let x be the totalidle processor time in the first lcm period under the given
schedule and y be the sum total of the processor time slots in the second lcm
period allocated to the instances requested in the first. Then, we have:
i/p i*lcm + x = lcm +y
i=1
Because lc i/p i 51, we have x Z y. The literal meaning of thisisthat the
i=1
amount of totalidle processor time in thefirst lcm period, x,isequal to or34
larger than the cost, y, of the computation which is demandedby the instances
requested in the first lcm period but is left to the second lcmperiod to finish.
Because the total computation cost of the instances requested in the second lcm
period is the same as that in the first and the task request patterns are the
same for all lcm periods, the same amountof total idle processor time would be
available in the second lcm period under the same schedulingalgorithm if we
did not takeintoaccount the computation demand left over from thefirst.
Under any NIIT algorithm, theleft-over computation demanded inthefirst
lcm period will be handled with the idle processor time in the second.
Now, consider the time sections covering the time points i*lcm, i =1, 2,...,in a
NIIT schedule as shown in Figure 2.3. Each such section startsat the closest
point to the left of a "i*lcm" point on the time axis at which the processoris
idle and ends at the closest point to the right at which the processoris idle. In
general, in a NIIT schedule, the instances requested in theith lcm period and
scheduled to execute (partially)in the(i+1)th lcm period must be in the time
section covering the point i*Icm.
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Figure 2.3. An example demonstrating case 2
Because the computation demand left over from the first lcm period issatisfied
with the idle processor time in the second lcm period, the two time sections,
01- Time
Time
Time
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one covering the pointlcm and the other 2*Icm, contain the same task request
pattern and the same computation demand. The differenceis only in instance
indices. Under the same scheduling algorithm, each sectionstartswith the
same task, which meets the condition that the processoris idle when the task is
requested.
Thismeansthattheinstancesrequestedinthesecondlcmperiodand
scheduled to execute (partially) in the third are the same as those requested in
thefirstand scheduled to execute in the second (onlydifferentininstance
indices). Because the task request pattern and the computation cost inall lcm
periods are the same, in general, the instances requested in theith lcm period
and scheduled to execute (partially) in the (i+1)th period are the same as those
requested in the(i-l)th period and scheduled to execute in the ith period (only
different in instance indices), for alli Z 2.
This tells us that the instances requested in one lcm period and scheduled to
execute (partially)in the next will not change, except with different indices,
foralllcm periods under thegivenschedule.Under the same scheduling
algorithm, the schedule for the second lcm period is repeated in each later lcm
period. Thus, T is scheduleable. QED
Itshould be clear from the proof that Theorem 2.3isvalid no matter what
scheduling algorithm is used, preemptive or non-preemptive or mixed, as long
asit does not idle the processor when there are tasks ready to execute. Most of
the scheduling algorithms we seein applicationsfallintothiscategory. For
example,allschedulingalgorithmsin[12,13,17, 18, 21]belongtothis
category.
Figure 2.3 shows a NIIT schedule for an example periodic task set containing
three tasks. All deadlines are assumed to be equal to the corresponding periods.
This task set does not meet the condition set for the first case in the proof but
theinstancesrequestedintheinterval[0,2*Icm)all meet their deadlines36
underanon-preemptive NIITschedule,generatedbythe FCF algorithm.
Furthermore,ci/p1 + c2/p2 + c3/p3 5 1. According to Theorem 2.3, the task set is
scheduleable.
2.1.3 Comparison
First of all, the three theorems we have proved in the last two sections can be
appliedto both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling. Thisisinsharp
contrast to previous theorems [12,13,17, 18, 21] which are restricted to either
preemptiveornon-preemptivescheduling.
Unlike previous results published in theliterature,the sufficient condition in
Theorem 2.1 and the necessary condition in Theorem 2.2 are not bound to any
specificschedulingalgorithmalthough Theorem2.1doesrequireaNIIT
algorithm. Our necessary condition is applicable to any periodic task set under
any scheduling algorithm. Whenever the condition in Theorem 2.2 holds, the
given task setis not scheduleable no matter what scheduling algorithm is used.
We now show that those periodic task sets whose scheduleability can be decided
by the methods in [12, 13, 17, 18, 21] are contained in a proper subset of the
periodic tasksets whose scheduleabilityisdecidable with Theorem 2.3.But,
before we do so, we first want to point out what we mean by proper subset. We
mean that for any periodic task set,if its scheduleability can be decided by any
of the methods in[12,13,17, 18, 21],itsscheduleabilityisdecidablewith
Theorem 2.3. Furthermore, we give an example taskset whose scheduleability
can not be decided using the methods in[12,13,17, 18, 21]undernon-
preemption constraint but can be decided with Theorem 2.3.
Whenever a periodic task set is scheduleable under any of the theorems in [12,
13,17, 18, 21],itis scheduleable under Theorem 2.3. First of all, the scheduling
algorithms in [12,13, 17, 18, 21] are all with non-inserted-idle-time. Because of
this, when a periodic task settiis scheduleable according to one such theorem,there must exist a NIIT
interval[0,2*lcm) meet
2.2, Eci/p i 5 1. Thus, T is
i=i
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schedule in which allinstances requested in the time
their deadlines. Furthermore, according to Theorem
also scheduleable under Theorem 2.3.
It should be clear from the argument in the last paragraph that the power of
Theorem 2.3liesin the fact thatitisnot bound to any specific scheduling
algorithmalthoughitdoesrequirea NIIT algorithm. As longasagiven
scheduling algorithm does not idle the processor when there are tasks ready to
execute, Theorem 2.3 can be used to check the scheduleability of a periodic task
set under the scheduling algorithm.Inthissense, we saythat thesufficient
condition in Theorem 2.3is most general with respect to NUT algorithms.
We now give an example whose scheduleability can not be decided by the
methods in [12, 13, 17, 18, 21] when preemption is not allowed. Let T = [T1, T2, T3}
be a periodic task set, where ti =2, 6, 6), t2 = (0, 1, 6, 6), and t3 = (0, 5, 18, 18).
When the method in [13]is used to check itsscheduleability, we find that the
i - 1
condition: L Z ci + Efloorn-1)/prci, for all i = 2, 3, and L, pi < Lp3, is not
j=1
satisfied because there exists an L such that P1= 6 <L = 7 <P3 = 18 and L < cl + c2
+ c3 = 2 + 1 + 5 = 8. Thus, its scheduleability can not be decided by the method in
[13]. However, its scheduleability can be easily decided with Theorem 2.3.
First, 2/6 + 1/6 + 5/18 = 0.78 < 1. Second, Figure 2.4 shows a non-preemptive NIIT
schedule, generated by the FCF algorithm, in which the instances requested in
the time interval[0, 2*1cm) all meet their deadlines. Thus, Tisscheduleable.38
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Figure 2.4. A non-preemptive NIIT schedule that meets the task deadlines
2.1.4 Complexity Analysis
We now discuss the time complexity of the methods based on Theorems 2.1 and
2.3for deciding the scheduleability of a periodic taskset.Although Theorem
2.1 is not as powerful as Theorem 2.3,itis very easy to check. Basically, you
just need to sum over the task execution times and compare the total with the
minimum period. Thus, the method takes time 0(n).
The methods based on Theorem 2.3 are much more complex. We first consider
preemptiveandthennon-preemptivescheduling.
From [18], we know that just checking whether the deadlinesin the interval
(0, rmax + 2*lcm] are met in a fixed-priority schedule is NP-hard. (See section
1.2.2.1.1.) From[17], we have that checking whether thedeadlinesinthe
interval(0, rmax + 2*lcm] are met in an EDF schedule is NP-hard. (See section
1.2.2.1.2.) According to the proof of Theorem 2.3 and the argument in section
2.1.3, we only need to consider the time interval(0, 2*Icm]. When dip i,it
takes time 0(n*lcm) to do the checking because there are at most n tasks ready
to executeat any moment. Thus,itisthe magnitude of 1cm that makes the
checking method hard. (Note that when the deadlines are not restricted,there
are at most 2 *n *lcm task instances ready to execute at any moment.)39
In the worst case where the task periods arerelatively prime to one another,
lcm = flpipnmm. Thus, when Amin > 1, the checking methods are indeed very
i=1
expensive. On the other hand, in the best case where lcm = Pm ax' they become
pseudo-polynomialtimealgorithms.
In general, the worst case for the checking methods is not expected to occur in
real applications. The wide acceptance of the cyclic executive model in the real
world[1],where the major cycleissettolcm, should supportthisclaim.
However, if for a given periodic task set, the worst case does occur and the lcm
is outside of a reasonable size limit, Theorem2.1and the sufficient conditions
in[12,18, 21]which do not depend on lcm still apply when the task set meets
thecorrespondingrestrictions.
We now turn to non-preemptive scheduling. From[13],we know that deciding
the scheduleability of a periodic taskset under non-preemptive schedulingis
NP-hard in the strong sense. (See section1.2.2.2.)Thus, even finding a pseudo-
polynomial time algorithmisout of reach unless P = NP. But,if we satisfy
ourselves with NIIT algorithms, Theorem2.3can be used to solve the problem.
Under Theorem2.3,we only need to consider the instances requested in the
firsttwo lcm periodstodecide thescheduleabilityof aperiodictaskset.
Essentially, Theorem2.3allows us to transform our problem, with potentially
aninfinite number of taskinstances,tothe Sequencing with Intervals (SWI)
problem,afinite problem,in which each job(task requested only once)is
characterized by arelease time,a processingtime,and a deadline and the
objectiveisto find a non-preemptive schedule in which alldeadlines are met
[11].
The SWI problem is NP-complete [11]. However, the problem has been widely
studied. Many heuristic algorithms have been developed tosolve the problem40
[2, 5, 6, 9, 15, 28, 29]. It should be noted that the results for the job sequencing
problem in which each job is also characterized by a release time, a processing
time, and a deadline but the objectiveisto minimize either the maximum
lateness or tardiness of a job set can be used to solve the SWI problem because
when the maximum lateness or tardinessis no larger than 0,all jobs meet
their deadlines. The lateness of a jobisthe difference between itsfinishing
time and its deadline and its tardinessis equal to the maximum of 0 andits
lateness.
We must point out that the algorithms in[2, 5,6,9,15, 28, 29] may produce
schedules with inserted-idle-time. However, as longasin such schedules, the
timesectionscoveringthepointslcmand 2*Icm containthesame task
instances(onlydifferentinindices), Theorem 2.3applies.See the proof of
Theorem 2.3.
Given a periodic task set T, under Theorem 2.3, we obtain a job set which
contains 2*Elcm/pi jobs, each of which is a task instance. In the worst case
i=1
where lcm =pi,it contains 2*( flpj) jobs. If the jobs in the job set all
i=1 1 =1 j=1 jai
meet their deadlines under a MIT schedule, Tis scheduleable according to the
theorem. Basically, you need to merge n task instanceliststogether, one for
each task. The merging criterionvaries depending on the chosen scheduling
algorithm.
As argued above, we do not expect the worst case to occur in real applications.
However, if for a given periodic task set,the worst case does occur and the
number of jobs in the resulting job setisoutside of a reasonable sizelimit,
Theorem 2.1 and the sufficient condition in [13] are still available. The methods
based on them do not depend on lcm.41
2.2 Transforming Sporadic Tasks to Periodic Tasks
We now considertheproblemof schedulingageneralhardreal-time
constrained taskset which may include both periodic and sporadic tasks. We
present our method for transforming a sporadic task to an equivalent periodic
task. As said in section 1.2.2.3, the purpose of the task transformation isto use
the resulting periodic task to reserve time slotsforitssporadic counterpart in
a schedule generated for the periodic-only taskset.Thus, the period of the
periodic task should be maximal to free as much processor time as possible.
Our tasktransformation methodisoptimalwithrespecttonon-preemptive
schedulinginthesensethatunder non-preemptive scheduling,theresulting
periodic task has the maximum period and can satisfy the timing constraint of
itssporadiccounterpart.
Let Ti = (ri, ci, 0, di) be a sporadic task. Its equivalent periodic task has the same
function and is constructed as follows: Ti = (rib ei, p'i, d'i), where r'i = ri, c'i = ci,
and d'i = pl. The only thing left to decide is the period. The following theorem
tells us the maximum period that Ti can have to meet the deadline of Ti under a
non-preemptiveschedule.
Theorem2.4. The maximum period that Tii can have such thatit can satisfy
the timing constraint of Ti under a non-preemptive schedule isdi/2.
Proof.
Assume that p'i = di /2 + n, n z 0. The worst possible schedule for T'i to meet the
timing constraint of Ti is one in which there exist two successive instances T'ij
and Ti(j +i) such that they are scheduled to execute as far apart as possible, that
is, s'ij = fij and s'i(j +l) = ri (j +2) - ci. This worst case is illustrated in Figure 2.5, in
which the time afterri is divided into time slots of length p'i and the two boxes
represent the time slots allocated to T'ij and T'i(j +1).42
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Figure 2.5. The worst-case schedule for theequivalent periodic task
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Now, if Ti is requested at time+ n/2 during run time, then the remaining
part of the time slot for Tlj is notlong enough for Ti to execute to completion.
If the time slot for Ti (j +1.) is used to executeTi, this instance of Ti will miss its
deadline by n/2. This is shown in Figure 2.6in which rikis the request time of
the kth instance of Ti. In general, k is notnecessarily equal to j.
rij r1(j +1) r'i(j+2)
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Figure 2.6. An example illustrating how a sporadic task usesthe time slot for its
equivalentperiodictask
Only when n is chosen to be 0, can this execution of Ti meetits deadline in the
worst possible schedule. Thus, 1)1= di/2 is themaximal valid period for Ti under
a non-preemptive schedule.QED
We want to point out that the above proof depends on therequirement of non-
preemptive execution,i.e.,once a task has starteditsexecution,itrunsto
completion. As a result,in the proof, an event occurred in one reserved time
slot is handled in the next reserved time slot. If task executionis allowed to be
suspendedasinpreemptivescheduling,thendi/2isnotnecessarilythe
maximal valid value for pl. However,itshould be clear from the proof that43
when preemption isallowed, p'i = di/2 is sufficient for T'i to meet the deadline
of Ti.
Note the implication of Theorem 2.4 to hard real-time system design. When a
task Ti is designed to handle some event and our task transformation method is
to be used, if the deadline to process each occurrence of the event is set to di,
then the event can not occur more frequently than1/p'i = 2/di in order for all
of the occurrences to be processed on time under non-preemptive scheduling.
On the other hand,if the worst-case frequency of an eventis known to be
1 /P i min, then the deadlinedi of a task Ti handlingtheevent can notbe
shorterthan
scheduling.
2*Pi min(1/p'i =1/pi min = 2/di)undernon-preemptive
With Theorem 2.4 and the transformation method in [27], given a general task
set containing both periodic and sporadic tasks, we can firsttransform itinto a
periodic-only task set and then schedule the resulting task set.If the periodic-
only task set is scheduleable, the original task set is also scheduleable.44
Chapter 3
Hard Real-Time Scheduling in Distributed Systems
3.1 The Problem and Approach
Inthissection, we introducethe scheduling problemindistributed memory
systems and present our approach toachieving deterministic system behavior.
We shallcontrast the scheduling problem indistributed memory systems with
the problem in uniprocessor environment. We show thatTheorems 2.1 and 2.3
can also be utilized in distributed memory systems.Before we start, we want to
point out that in this chapter, we only consider periodic tasks. We assumethat
allsporadic tasks have been converted to their equivalent periodictasks.
We shall introduce the scheduling problem in distributed memory systemsand
our approach to solving the problemthrough Figure 3.1 which isa Gantt chart
for the following task set running on five fully connected processors, one task
on each processor: "C = = (0, 3, 40, 40), T2 = (7, 4, 20, 20), T3 = (7, 5,40, 40), T4 =
(15, 4, 40, 40), T5 = (16, 3, 40, 40)). In Figure 3.1, each white box represents a
task instance and the shaded boxes represent the idle processor times. 40 is the
lcm of the task periods.
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Figure 3.1. An example task schedule in distributed memory systems45
First of all,the interpretation of Figure 3.1concerning the task release times
isnot unique.If the five tasks are independent, the differentrelease times
may be resulted from the characteristics of the externaldevices sampled by
the tasks.
On the other hand,if the tasksare dependent, thereare many meaningful
interpretations. For example, the following is one of them. The tasks in Figure
3.1arefurther constrained by the precedencerelations among them. T1is
released at time 0 because it has no predecessor. T2 and T3 are the successors of
T1, T4 is the successor of T2, and T5 is the successor of T3. The reason for T2, T3,
T4, and T5 to be released at the later times is that they can not be released until
thefirstmessages fromtheirpredecessors havearrived.The gap between
each predecessor and successor pair signifies the message passing time.
No matter how Figure 3.1is interpreted, itis obvious that we do not need five
processors to meet the task deadlines. For example,T1 and T2 can run on the
same processorwithoutinterferingwitheachother.Then,animmediate
question is how many processors are really needed to meet the deadlines.
As tasks are merged onto fewer processors, the difference between scheduling
independent task sets and dependent task setsstart to emerge. For independent
task sets, no task interaction needs to be considered and the only requirement
is that the tasks on each processor meet their deadlines. On the other hand, for
dependenttasksets,taskcommunication must be takencareof.For the
dependenttaskson differentprocessors,themessages passed among them
must arrive on time. For the dependent tasks on the same processor, mutual
exclusions must be guaranteed.
Furthermore,for dependent tasksets,thedifference between schedulingin
uniprocessorenvironmentandschedulingindistributedmemorysystems
shouldbenoted.Thereisnomessage-passingprobleminuniprocessor
environment. Whenalltasksrunonthesameprocessor,themessages46
produced by a predecessor are immediately available toitssuccessors. On the
other hand, when apredecessor and successor pair run on twodifferent
processors, they must communicate through messagepassing.
Although the one-to-one-mapping schedule in Figure 3.1issimple,itisquite
useful in illustrating our scheduling problem. Note thatin Figure 3.1, a task
can start to execute as soon as it isrequested and a message can be sent as soon
asitis available because there is only one task on each processor and the five
processors arefully connected. Now, imagine what happens when we reduce
the number of processors.
First of all,the tasks on the same processor compete for processor time. As a
result, a task may be delayed to start its execution after itis requested but still
meetsitsdeadline.In Figure 3.1, each message produced by atask with c
execution time is guaranteed to be available c time after the task isrequested.
However, when there are more than one task on a processor, the messages are
only guaranteed to be availableat the task deadlines assuming that the tasks
all meet their deadlines.
Second, the messages sent tothe same communication channel by different
tasks compete for communication bandwidth. We assume thatthetime for
passing the message produced by a taskisrelatively small compared with the
task period and as a result, when the messages from one task to another task
aresentthroughadedicated communication channel,theywillnotcollide
with one another. See Figure 3.1.
As illustrated by Figure 3.1, if we allocate each task to a distinct processor and
theprocessorsarefullyconnected,wecanensuredeterministicsystem
behavior [16]. However, as we merge tasks onto fewer processors and let each
communication channel transfer the messages from different tasks, we start to
looseourcontrolonthesystembehaviorduetoprocessortimeand
communicationbandwidthcompetition.47
It should be clear to the readers that our discussion up to now has been based
on taskpartitioning. We prefer the partition-based approach because under
static task allocation, (1) task contexts do not need to be copied around during
run time, whichisneeded under the non-partitioning approach todistribute
the instances of the same task to different processors; (2) we still cankeep the
system behavior deterministicas we reduce the number of processors and
communicationchannels.
We assumethatthereexistsa communicationtaskbetween eachpair of
dependent tasks. Itis important to note that the messages sent by periodic tasks
are also periodic. Each communicationtask is also defined by a four tuple:its
releasetime, massage passing time,period,and deadline. For example, the
communication tasksetimplied by Figure3.1under the above precedence-
relation interpretation is: CT12 = (3, 4, 40, 4) between T1 and T2; CT13 = (3, 4, 40,
4) between T1 and T3; CT24= (11, 4, 20, 4) between T2 and T4; and CT35 = (12, 4, 40,
4) between T3 and T5, where CT stands for communication task. Note that the
derivation of the communication task setis based on one-to-one-mapping from
task to processor and fully connected processor topology.
Ingeneralcases,thederivationofa communicationtasksetmust take
processor time and communication bandwidth competitionintoaccount. As
pointed out above,if a communication taskisreleasedat or after thefirst
deadline of its message producer and the message producer meets itsdeadlines,
the messages from the producer will always be ready for the communication
task to send as long as the communication task has the same period. Moreover,
the deadlines of a general communication task set may not need to be as tight
as the deadlines of the above communicationtask set where each deadline is
exactly the same as the corresponding message passing time.
It should be noted that as the release time of a task (communication task) shifts
to the right along the time axis, the task (communication task)deadlines will48
follow toshift. As a result,the absolute time lengths, called point-to-point
deadlines, from when a predecessorisrequestedtoexecutetowhenits
successorsareguaranteedtofinishtheirexecutions becomelonger even
though each task still meets itsdeadlines.
Here, we consider meeting point-to-point deadlinesto be a designissue, by
whichwe meanthatdesignersareresponsiblefordeterminingtask
(communicationtask)releasetimesanddeadlines.The decisionmusttake
meeting of point-to-pointdeadlinesintoaccountifrequired.Processor and
communication channel bandwidth competitions must alsobe considered. One
way of doing this, as illustrated by theexample in Figure 3.1,is to start with
theassumptionthatthereareenoughprocessorsandcommunication
channels. Then, ask the question what happens when the number of available
processors and communication channelsarelessthan required.
We assume that the release times and deadlines of a task set (and the related
communication task set) are all given in such a way that as long as the release
times are obeyed, the deadlines are met and the mutual exclusion requirements
are not violated, the precedence andtiming requirements are met. Under this
assumption, the objective of our scheduling problem isto reduce the number
of processorsand communication channelswithoutviolatingdeadlinesand
mutual exclusion requirements. No task (communication task) release time and
deadlinewill be altered during scheduling.
Before we move on, we want to point out that in Figure 3.1, T2 isrequested
twice as frequently as Ti is. As a result, if T1 is the predecessor of T2, T2 needs
to use old data every other time. This is alsoconsidered to be a design issue.
The computer architecture we assume for our scheduling problem isa set of
processors connected by asetof communication buses. Each processor can
send messages to and receive messages from any bus. Now, we summarize the
above discussioninthe following theorem.49
Theorem3.1. Given a periodic task set and the related communication task
set,if the tasks and the communication tasksall meet their deadlines, no
messageswillbelost.Furthermore, under non-preemptivescheduling,the
system has deterministicbehavior.
Theorem 3.1 and the assumed computer architecture allow us to separate our
scheduling probleminto two subproblems. One subproblem concerns how to
reduce the number of processors and the other how to reduce the number of
communication buses.Because scheduling communicationtaskson busesis
justlikescheduling tasks on processors, we shallonly consider scheduling
periodic tasks. Under partition-based approaches, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 can be
used to ensure that the tasks on the same processor meet their deadlines.
Our approachtoensuringmutualexclusionsisbasedonnon-preemptive
scheduling. We are more interestedin non-preemptive scheduling becauseit
issimple, has low overhead, and more importantly,automatically guarantees
mutualexclusionsindistributedmemorysystems.Undernon-preemptive
scheduling,aslongasthetasksrunondifferentprocessorsmeettheir
deadlines and the messages they need arrive on time,the behavior of the
system can be determined at static time.
We want to mention that the concern over ensuring mutual exclusionsisthe
main reason for us not to consider shared memory systems. In such systems,
mutualexclusions must beexplicitlyguaranteedthroughmutualexclusion
mechanisms,e.g.,binarysemaphores, which makes the job of determining
system behavior at static time vary hard.
With all the above discussions in mind, we are now ready to formally state our
scheduling problem: Given a periodic task set't = (Ti , T2 ,Tn}, how many
processorsareneededtomeetthedeadlinesundernon-preemptive
scheduling?50
3.2 The Heuristic algorithms
In thissection, we describe our heuristicalgorithms for scheduling periodic
tasks in distributed memory systems. All of the heuristics work similarly and
consist of two main parts. The first part is responsible for allocating tasks to
processors. The second partisresponsible for ensuring that the tasks on the
same processor meet their deadlines.
We now give thesketch of our heuristicalgorithms where we saythata
processor can accommodate a task if and only if after the task isallocated to
the processor,alltasks on the processor (the tasks already on the processor
plus the new one) can still meet their deadlines.
While task set "Cis not empty D o
P = anew processor
If no task has been selected Then Select a task T from ti
While P can accommodate T D o
Allocate T to P
If r is empty Then Break
Select a task T from ti
End While
EndWhile
As shown by the algorithm sketch, the actual heuristic algorithms differ along
two dimensions. Along one dimension,thedifferenceisinthe processof
selecting a task from the unallocated task set. Along the other dimension, the
differenceisin how to decide whether the tasks on the same processor can
meet their deadlines.
Our taskallocationheuristicsare based on theheuristicalgorithmsfor the
bin-packing problem: the FF, FFA, FFD, BF, and WF algorithms. However, we51
must point out that our allocation heuristics are the modified versions of those
algorithms although we still use the same names for our heuristics.
Under the FF heuristic,tasksareallocatedtoprocessors by theiroriginal
(given)order.UndertheFFA/FFDheuristic,tasksaresortedinto
ascending/descending order by the key ci/p ibefore task allocation. Two more
allocation heuristics based on the idea of sorting tasks before allocation have
also been considered: FFA_P and FFD_P. Under the FFA_P/FFD_P heuristic,
tasksaresortedintoascending/descending order by the keypi,instead of
cp i,before task allocation.
Under the BF heuristic,thefollowingcriteriaare usedintheprocess of
selecting a task Ti for allocation: (1) clip 1 + c2 /P2 ++ ck /pk + ci/P i 5 1,
where ci/p1 + e2 /p2 ++ ck /pk is the sum of the processor utilization rates of
the tasks already allocated to the current processor;(2) cilp iis the largest of
the unallocated tasks which meet condition (1). On the other hand, under the
WF heuristic, condition (2) for the BF heuristicis replaced by ci/p ibeing the
smallest of the unallocated tasks which meet condition (1).
Now,itshould become clear the difference between our allocation heuristics
and the corresponding heuristicsfor the bin-packing problem. Our heuristics
only consider the last-used processor when they allocate a selected task. On the
other hand, the heuristicsfor the bin-packing problem considerallbinsthat
have been used so far when they pack the next available item. The reason for
us not todirectly adopt the heuristicsfor the bin-packing problem will be
explained in a moment.
Our heuristicsfor ensuring that the tasks on the same processor meet their
deadlines are based on Theorem 2.1 and 2.3. Under the MP algorithm, (based on
Theorem 2.1,) a subset of the given periodic tasks is allowed to be allocated to
the same processor if the sum of their execution timesis no larger than their
minimumperiod.52
Three checking methods based on Theorem 2.3 are used: the FCF algorithm, the
non-preemptive EDF algorithm, and the non-preemptive LSF algorithm. They
all check to ensure that the instances of the tasks on a processor which are
requested in thefirst two 1cm time periods meet their deadlines under the
correspondingschedulingalgorithms.
Under the checking methods based on Theorem 2.3, the instances of the task
being allocated need to be merged with the instances of the tasks already on
the processor, all of which are requested in the first two lcm periods, to find
out whether allof them can meet deadlines.If the test succeeds, the taskis
allocated to the processor. However, if the test fails, the instance list before the
merging need to be recovered by removing the instances just merged in.This
process of merging and recovering takes time and is themain reason for us
not to directly adopt the heuristics for the bin-packing problem.
In summary, we have proposed many heuristic algorithms for our scheduling
problem.Basically, each combination of the allocation algorithms{FF, FFA,
FFA_P, FFD, FFD_P, BF, WF} with the checking algorithms {MP, FCF, EDF, LSF}
constitutes a heuristic algorithm for our problem. In the following, we shall
call each combined heuristic algorithm by itsallocation algorithm followed by
ahyphenfollowed byitscheckingalgorithm,e.g.,FF_FCF, FFA_EDF,
FFA P LSF, etc..53
3.3 Performance Evaluation
Inthissection, we report our simulation results on the performance of our
heuristicalgorithms.Wefirstpresentourmethodforgeneratingthe
simulation tasksets.Then, we report the performance of theheuristicsin
terms of the number of processors used, the processorutilization rates, and the
execution times inthat order. To avoid term confusion, in the following, the
term heuristic algorithm is only used torefer to the combined algorithms and
the term scheduling algorithmis only used to refer to the heuristic algorithms
for ensuring that the tasks on the same processor meet their deadlines.
3.3.1 Generating Periodic Task Sets
Among the four parameters of a periodic task, p is decided first. p = B*P,where
B isa man-controlled base value larger than1and P isa number randomly
chosen from a man-controlled integer range from PL toPU, (,whereLstands
for lower bound and U upper bound,), i.e., B*PL 5. p s B*PU. B is used toavoid
generating periodictaskswith periodsrelatively prime tooneanother. For
example, let B = 10, PL = 2 and PU = 4. Then, 20 = 10*2 5 p10*4 = 40. It should be
noted that, here, 20 5 p .5 40 does not mean that p can take any integer between
20 and 40. Instead, p can only take those integers between 20 and 40 which are
the multiples of 10, i.e., 20, 30 and 40. This notation will be used throughout the
rest of this chapter.
c and rare constrained by p. For a randomly generatedperiodic task to be
valid, c must be less than or equal to p, i.e., 0 < c 5_p. Two man-controlled
fractional numbers CL and CU, one as the lower bound and the other as the
upper bound, are used to control the processorutilization rate of a task:c/p. c
is a random number between CL*p and CU*p, i.e., CL*p 5 cCU*p.
r is a random number less than 2*lcm. Rememberthat in the proof of Theorem
2.3, we have shown that for those tasks with the release times larger than54
2*Icm, we can create imagined task instances as place holders so that they can
be treated as if they were released before 2*Icm. Thus, assuming r <2*Icm does
not loose generality.
d is also constrained by p. Two man-controlled fractional numbers, DL and DU,
one as the lower bound and the other asthe upper bound, are used to control
the tightness of the deadlines of a task set. d is a random number between DL*p
and DU*p, i.e., DL*pd 5 DU*p. The deadlines are further constrained by the
execution times. For a periodic task to be valid, c must be less than or equal to d,
i.e., 0 < cd.
It should be pointed out that the task generation method does not generate any
explicit precedence relations among theperiodictasks.However, under non-
preemptivescheduling,therandomlygeneratedtaskreleasetimescan be
interpretedasimplicit precedence constraintsifrequired.
3.3.2 Simulation Results
We now report our simulation results. For each selected parameter set {B, PL,
PU, CL, CU, DL, DU), we randomly generate 30 task sets each of which contain
the same number of tasks, varying from 20, 40, 60 to 80. We are interested in
thefollowingperformanceparameters:theaverage number of processors
used, the average processor utilization rates, and the average execution times.
The average number of processors used by a heuristicalgorithm = the sum
over the number of processors used for each of the 30 task sets/30.
Theaverageprocessorutilizationrateunderaheuristicalgorithmis
calculated as follows:
(1) For each of the 30 task sets, the processor utilization rate = (cl /p i + c2 /p2 +
+ cn/p n)/the number of processors used by theheuristic algorithm.55
(2)The averageprocessorutilizationrate= the sum over theprocessor
utilization rates of the 30 task sets/30.
The average execution time used by a heuristic algorithm = the sum over the
execution times used for each of the 30 task sets/30.
The following task generation parameters have been usedin our performance
evaluation: (1) B = 10; (2) PL = 2; (3) PU = 4, 6 and 8; (4) CL = 0.01; (5) CU = 0.25,
0.5, and 1.0; (6) DL = DU = -1. With DL = DU = -1, di is set to pi by our program for
each generated periodic task. The reason for us to be more interested in the
task sets with di = pi foralltasksisthatin most hard real-time scheduling
researches,e.g.,[1,12,13,21,27, 33],diisassumedtobe equaltopi.
Furthermore,whendi = pi,the famousrate monotonic approach providesa
processor utilization rate bound, 0.69, to be compared with.
With PL = 2, when PU = 4, 6 and 8, the periods are randomly selected from [20,
30, 40), (20, 30, 40, 50, 60), and (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80), respectively. It is clear
that these three period groups only allow limited choices for periods. However,
it should be noted that each of them shares the same lcm with a (much) larger
period group. The lcm of [20, 30, 40) is 120 which is also the lcm of (20, 30, 40,
60, 120). The lcm of [20, 30, 40, 50, 60) is 600 which is also the lcm of (20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 100, 120, 150, 200, 300, 600). The lcm of (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80) is 8400
which is also the lcm of [20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100, 120, 140, 150, 200, 210, 240,
280, 300, 350, 400, 420, 560, 600, 700, 840, 1050, 1200, 1400, 1680, 2100, 2800, 4200,
8400).
To see how more periodchoicesaffecttheperformance of our heuristic
algorithms, we have replacedthesmaller period groups withtherespective
larger period groups. We shallalsoreport thesimulationresults under the
larger period groups. For convenience, in the following, we shall refer to the56
three smaller period groups as PT1, PT2 and PT3, where PT stands for period
table, and the three larger period groups as PT1', PT2', and PT3', respectively.
Duetothelargenumber ofthedifferentheuristicalgorithmsandthe
parameter setsfor task generation, we cannot hope to presentallsimulation
results we have obtained.Instead, here we shall onlyillustrate some typical
results and give our general conclusions. More simulation resultsare given in
appendix A.
3.3.2.1 The Number of Processors
Inthissection,we comparetheperformancesofthedifferentheuristic
algorithmsintermsof theaverage number of processorsused. We first
comparetheperformance of thedifferentallocationalgorithms:FF, FFA,
FFA_P, FFD, FFD_P, BF, and WF and then compare the performance of the
differentscheduling algorithms: FCF, EDF, and LSF. The resultshere were
obtained using the task sets generated with PT1, PT2, and PT3.
Figure 3.2illustrates the average number of processors used by the heuristic
algorithms: Fl? EDF, FFA EDF, FFD_EDF, BF EDF, and WF? EDF. Note that here, the
heuristicalgorithms vary along thetaskallocation dimension. The different
allocation heuristics are combined with the same scheduling algorithm. In the
graphs of Figure3.2,only the upper bounds for the periods and execution
times are given. For example, p <= 4*10 means that 2*10 <= p <= 4*10, i.e., the
periods are randomly selected from (20, 30, 40),and c <= p*1.0 means that
p*0.01 <= c <= p*1.0. Such abbreviations will be used throughout the rest of this
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The simulation results show that under PT1, PT2, and PT3, the number of
processors needed to meet the deadlines of a task setis largely determined by
the upper bound on the task execution times,i.e., CU. This is expected because
no matter which period group is used, the rate ci/p iiskept within the same
range under the same CL and CU, say within 0.01 and 1.0 when CL = 0.01 and CU
= 1.0.58
Figure 3.3 further illustrates the above observation. Note that in Figure 3.3, the
CUs are different from the CUs in Figure 3.2. As expected, the average number
of processors used decreases as CU goes down from 1. 0 to 0.5 and then from 0.5
to 0.25.
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Figure 3.3. An example further demonstrating the effect of CU on the number
of processors used
The simulation results under the other task generation parameters, e.g., CU = 6,
areomittedhere. They are given in appendix A. Here,itissufficientto59
mention that they are similar to the results shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The
standarddeviations(and thecoefficient variations)of the simulationresults
shown in the above and following graphs of thischapter arealso given in
appendix A.
Appendix A also contains the results comparing the performance of the FFA,
FFA_P, FFD and FFD_P algorithms under the EDF scheduling algorithm. Under
PT1, PT2 and PT3, the performance of the FFA_P and FFD_P algorithms are quite
similar to the performance of the FFA and FFD algorithms, respectively.
Our simulation results show that in general, under PT1, PT2 and PT3, the BF
algorithm performs best in terms of the average number of processors used.It
should be noted that although the BF algorithm generally performs better,the
average number of processorsused bythedifferentallocationalgorithms
underthesameschedulingalgorithmarequitecloseinmanycases.
Furthermore, in a few cases, the BF algorithm isslightly outperformed by the
otheralgorithms.
Now, we compare the performance of the different scheduling algorithms: FCF,
EDF, LSF, NT, and RM. Figure 3.4 illustrates the number of processors used by
the heuristic algorithms: BF FCF, BF EDF, BF LSF, BF_NT, and BF RM. Note that
here,theheuristicalgorithmsvaryalongtheschedulingdimension.The
differentschedulingalgorithmsarecombinedwiththesameallocation
algorithm. The BF_NT algorithm gives a pseudo-lower bound on the number of
processorsneededbythedifferentschedulingalgorithmsundertheBF
allocationalgorithm. The simulationresultsunder theother task generation
parameters are given in appendix A.6 0number of processors
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differentschedulingalgorithms
Our simulation results show that under PT1, PT2 and PT3, our non-preemptive
scheduling algorithms can outperform the preemptive RM algorithm interms
of the average number of processors used. The performance of the FCF, EDF,
and LSF algorithmsarefairlycloseintermsof theaverage number of
processors used although the EDF andLSF algorithms areslightlybetter in
most cases.61
3.3.2.2 The Processor Utilization Rates
We now illustratethe performance of thedifferentheuristicalgorithmsin
terms of the average processor utilizationrates. The simulationresultshere
were obtained with PT1, PT2, and PT3. Figure3.5illustratestheaverage
processor utilization rates of the heuristic algorithms: BF_FCF, BF_EDF, BF LSF,
BF NT, and BF_RM.
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First of all,itshould be noted thatin Figure 3.5(a),the average processor
utilizationratesfor the RM algorithm can be slightlylarger than the bound
0.69. The reason for this is that when CU = 1.0, the processor utilization rate of a
single task, ci/p i, can be larger than 0.69. Itis obvious that when there is only
one task on a processor, the task can always meetits deadlines.
Asexpected,under PT1, PT2 andPT3,ournon-preemptivescheduling
algorithms outperform the preemptive RM algorithminterms of the average
processorutilizationrates.The averageprocessorutilizationratesof our
heuristic algorithms are high by the standard of 0.69.
The average processor utilization rates for the other cases,e.g., those obtained
under the other task generation parameters and those for the FF_EDF, FFA_EDF,
FFD EDF, BF EDF, and WF EDF heuristics, are given in appendix A.
3.3.2.3 The Execution Times
The execution time of our heuristic algorithms based on the FCF, EDF and LSF
scheduling algorithmsis mainly a function of the number of input tasks and
the lcm of the task periods. The MP-based algorithms will be discussed in
section 3.3.2.4. The time spent by the task allocation algorithmsis mainly a
function of the number of input tasks n. The FF algorithm takes 0(n) time to
allocate tasks by the given order. The FFA, FFA_P, FFD, and FFD_P algorithms
take0(nlogn)timetosorttasksbeforeallocation.For the BF and WF
algorithms, the worst-case time bound is 0(n2) because they need to search for
the most-fit task for each allocation.
The time spent by the scheduling algorithms is mainly a function of the lcm of
thetaskperiods. The scheduling process on each processorisessentiallya
processof merging taskinstancelists.The differentschedulingalgorithms
leadtothedifferent mergingcriteria.Given k periodictasks,thereare63
2*lcm*(1/p 1 + 1/p2 + ... + 1/pk) task instances requested in thefirst two lcm
time periods.
It should be pointed out that when the test for a task to be allocated to a
processor is done, the lcm used by our programis the lcm of the whole task set
instead of the lcm of the tasks on that processor. The reason for us to do so was
tosimplify our implementation.Before taskallocationbegins,our program
has already generated the instance listsfor alltasks based on the lcm of the
whole task set. Note that the lcm of the whole task set must be the common
multiple of any of its subset and as a result, our implementation is correct but
may introduce some overhead.
As said in section 3.2, to test whether a task can be allocated to a processor, its
instances need to be merged with the instances of the tasks already on the
processor.If thetestfails,the instancelistbefore the merging need to be
recovered by removing the instances just mergedin. The recovering process
also takes time.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the execution times of the heuristic algorithms: FF_EDF,
FFA EDF, FFD_EDF, BF EDF, and WF EDF, which were obtained with PT1, PT2, and
PT3. The execution times of the other heuristic algorithms are similar. More
results on the execution times are given in appendix A.0.05execution time (sec.)
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heuristicalgorithms
Our simulationresults show that our heuristic algorithms arefast.In most
cases, the execution times were below asecond on Sun IPC. For other cases, a
second or two was all that was needed for them to perform.65
3.3.2.4 The Performance of the MP Algorithm
We now compare the performance of the MP algorithm againstthat of the FCF,
EDF, and LSF algorithms. The MP algorithm is of interestbecause itis very
simple. Figure 3.7illustratesthe average number of processors used by the
heuristicalgorithms: FFA_P_ECF, FFA_P_EDF, FFA_P_LSF, FFA_P_NT and
FFA_P_MP, which were obtained with PT1, PT2, and PT3.
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It should be pointed out that we have only combined the MP algorithm with
the FFA_P algorithm. The reason for this is that we do not want to recalculate
the minimum period each time we allocate a new task to a processor.
In general, under PT1, PT2, and PT3, the MP algorithmperforms very well in
terms of theaverage number of processors used and theaverage processor
utilizationrate, compared with the FCF, EDF, and LSFalgorithms. The graphs
contrastingtheaverageprocessorutilizationratesofthe MP algorithm
against those of the FCF, EDF and LSF algorithms are given inappendix A.
Itisworthy of pointing out that ina few cases,the MP algorithmslightly
outperformed the FCF, EDF, and LSF algorithms under the sameallocation
algorithm, which may seem to be strange because according toTheorem 2.1, as
long as the sum of the execution times of a task setis not larger than the
minimumperiod,itisscheduleableon oneprocessor under anyNIIT
algorithm. The reason for this is that allocating a task to as early a processor as
possible may not necessarily lead to using the minimum number of processors
because theallocation algorithms are heuristic.
We omitthegraphscontrastingtheexecutiontimesoftheMP_based
algorithms against those of the heuristics based on the FCF, EDF and LSF
algorithms.Ingeneral,the MP_based algorithmsarefasterthantheother
heuristics because the MP algorithm isfaster.
3.3.2.5 The Effect of Diversifying Task Periods
Thereisno doubtthatthemost challenging probleminevaluatingthe
performance of heuristicalgorithms through simulationsis how togenerate
typical testing data. To generate typical periodic task sets (assuming that such
tasksetsexist), we first need tofind out the typicalperiods used inreal
applications because the other task parameters areallconstrained by periods.
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any work reporting such typicalperiods.67
As a result, in our simulations, we tried to cover a wide range ofperiods which
we often see in the literature, e.g., 20, 30, 40, 80, 100,200, etc., [1, 27, 33].
The results reported in the last few sections were all obtained using the task
setsgenerated with PT1, PT2, and PT3, where the periodsare quiteclose.
However, as pointed out before, each of them shares the same lcm with a
(much) larger period group: PT1', PT2', and PT3', respectively. PT1', PT2', and
PT3' contain more periods which are often seen in the literature, e.g.,100, 200,
etc.. We are interested in finding out what happenswhen we replace PT1, PT2,
and PT3 with PT1', PT2', and PT3', respectively.
Our period replacement process works asfollows: For a taskset generated
using a smaller period group, say PT1, update the task periods by randomly
selecting the periods from the corresponding larger period group, say PT1' for
PT1. When the period of a task is changed, its deadline is also updated to be
equal to the new period.
The task release times and execution times are not changed as the periods and
deadlines are updated. The reason for us to do so is that (1) The smaller period
group and the corresponding larger period group have the same lcm;(2) A
task with a large period, say 4200, simply executes less frequently and there is
no reason to believe that it must also have a large executiontime. As a result,
when a new period is generated,itis further constrained by the condition that
it must not be smaller than the existing task execution time.
We have only replaced the periods of the task sets generated with CU = 1.0.
Remember that the purpose of setting CU = 0.25 and CU = 0.5 is to control the
processor utilization rate of each task: ci/p i.Here, replacing an existing period
with a (larger) period has the similar effect.
Figure 3.8illustrates the average number of processors used by the FF_EDF,
FFA_P_EDF, FFD_P_EDF, BF_EDF, and WF_EDF heuristic algorithms under PT3'.68
Note that the FFA_P and FFA_P algorithms start to outperform theBF algorithm
astheperiodsarediversified.Compared withFigure3.2(b),theaverage
number of processors used hereisdramatically smaller,respectively. Thisis
expected because when the periods were diversified, the originalperiods were
replaced much more likely by larger periods than by smaller periods. As a
result, the sum ci/p1 + c2 /p2 + ... + cn/p n decreased.
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Figure3.8.An example illustrating the performance of the different allocation
algorithms after the task periods were diversified
Figure 3.9 illustrates the average processor utilization rates of the FFA_P_FCF,
FFA_P_EDF, FFA_P_LSF, FFA_P_NT, and FFA_P_RM heuristic algorithms under
PT3'. The simulation results under PT1' and PT2' are similar to those shown in
Figures 3.8 and 3.9.But,in general,the performance differences among the
differentheuristicalgorithmsaresmallerunderPT1'andPT2'.More
simulation results under PT1', PT2' and PT3' are given in appendix A.69
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3.9.Anexampleillustratingtheperformance
scheduling algorithms after the task periods were diversified
Ingeneral,theheuristicalgorithms composed of the FFA_P and FFD_P
allocationalgorithmsandthe EDF and LSF schedulingalgorithmsstill
performed very well in terms of the average processorutilization rates by the
standard of 0.69 after the task periods were diversified.
What happens tothe MP algorithm? Under PT1',the performance difference
between the MP_based algorithms and those based on the FCF, EDFand LSF
algorithmsisquite small in terms of the average number of processors used
and the average processor utilization rates. Under PT2', thedifference becomes
bigger. Under PT3', the difference becomes even bigger. Figure 3.10illustrates
the performance difference under PT3'. More simulation results onthisissue
under PT1', PT2' and PT3' are given in appendix A.1processor utilization rate
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Figure3.10. An example illustratingthe performance of the MP algorithm
after the task periods were diversified
We omit the execution times of the heuristicalgorithms under PT1', PT2', and
PT3'.Ingeneral,lesstimeisneededafter the periods of atasksetare
diversified. Note that when the period of a task becomeslarger, the number of
the task instances requested in the first two lcmperiods becomes smaller.
3.3.2.6 Summary of the Simulation Results
We now summarize our simulation results.First of all, our heuristic algorithms
are fast.It takes only a second or two or less for our heuristic algorithms to
perform. As aresult,theyare suitable to be used in hard real-time system
design and analysis tools to produce quick design feedbacks.
The heuristics composed of the FFA_P/FFD_P allocationalgorithm and the
EDF/LSF scheduling algorithm perform quite wellin terms of the processor
utilizationrate by the standard of 0.69. This istrue under both the smaller
period groups PT1, PT2, and PT3 and the larger period groups PT1', PT2', and
PT3'. In the following of the summary, the performance is always with respect
to the number of processors used and processorutilization rate.71
Under PT1, PT2 and PT3, the BF_based heuristics generally perform better than
those based on the FFA_P and FFD_P algorithms. But, as the task periods are
diversified, the heuristics based on the FFA_P and FFD_P algorithmsstart to
outperform those based on the BF algorithm. In summary, the FFA_P, FFD_P,
and BF algorithms appear to be the favorite allocation algorithms.
The performances of the MP, FCF, EDF and LSF algorithms are quite close under
PT1, PT2, and PT3. The performance difference widens as the task periods are
diversified.However, the performances of the EDF and LSF algorithmsare
always quite close. In summary, the MP and EDF algorithm appear to be the
favorite scheduling algorithms. The MP algorithmis chosen becauseitis very
simple and performs wellin many cases. The EDF algorithmis recommended
over the LSF algorithm because itisrelatively simpler and more well-known.
Note that our simulation results were all obtained using the task sets with di=
pi foralltasks. However, our heuristics based on the FCF, EDF and LSF
algorithms can be used toschedule any periodictaskset. The readers can
further perform their own simulations with the task setstypical of their real
applications.
Finally, we want topoint out that under the FF allocationalgorithm,the
processor utilizationrate of thefirst processor can be used to compare the
performanceofthedifferentschedulingalgorithmsinuniprocessor
environment because under the FF algorithm, tasksare allocated by the given
task order. As pointed out before, in many of our simulation cases, the MP
algorithm performsquitewellinterms of theaverage processor utilization
rate, compared with the FCF, EDF, and LSF algorithms. This is also true in terms
of the processor utilization rate of the first processor. What this means isthat
the simplesufficient conditionin Theorem 2.1performs quite wellin many
cases, compared with the sufficient condition in Theorem 2.3.72
Chapter 4
Hard Real-Time Software Development Environment
4.1 Design and Analysis of an Example Application
In this section, we introduce HaRTS design diagram and show how to analyze it
through a concrete example of hard real-time applications from [27]. We apply
various scheduling methods to the example and compare the results. Under our
approach,theresultingapplicationhasdeterministicbehavior.
Our approach is different from that in [27] in two major aspects. First, in [27],
periodic tasks areallrestricted to be releasedat time 0. We eliminate this
restriction.Inrealcontrolapplications,different execution threads driven by
different timers or external events may startat different times due to different
physical characteristics of the corresponding external devices. Second, in[27],
task execution times are required to be exact multiples of the execution time of
the maximum criticalsection. Thisisonly reasonable when criticalsections
are relatively short. We eliminate this restriction, too.
4.1.1 The Design Diagram
The design of a hard real-time application can be represented as a set of boxes,
arrows and associated texts which together define the control flow, data flow,
and timing constraints of the application. See Figure 4.1. The box represents a
system state transformation function. The control-in arrow on the top carries
the control stimuli flowing into the box and the control-out arrow on the right
carries the control stimuli flowing out of the box.73
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Figure 4.1. The basic component of our design diagram
The control stimulus flowing into the box along the control-in arrow triggers
thefunctiontoexecute,and when the executionfinishes,a new control
stimulusisgenerated and flows out along the control-out arrow totrigger
other functions to execute. The control stimuli of an application are generated
either by the controldrivingsources(i.e., timers or external events,) or by
completingtheexecutioninstanceof abox.Onceacontrolstimulusis
generated,it flows along the control arrow untilit reaches a box or a control
operator to be described below.
The data-in arrow on the left carries the data flowing into the box when the
function istriggered to execute and the data-out arrow on the bottom carries
the data flowing out of the box when the execution finishes. There may be
more than one data-in/data-out arrows attached to a box.Each data arrow has a
variableassociatedwithitwhichrepresentsthedatastoreforthe
corresponding systemstate.
Figure 4.2 shows the design diagram of the example hard real-time application
from [27]. As illustrated by Figure 4.2, our design diagram consists of three
parts:the functionalpart,the control part and the data part. The functional
part specifies the functions which are shown along the diagonal. The control
partisshown above the diagonal and thedatapartisshown below the
diagonal. Note that the dashed line is not part of the design. It is only used to
show the diagonal.74
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Figure 4.2. The design diagram for the example application
The controlpart together with the functional part constitutesa control flow
network driven by periodic timers and external sporadic events.It should be
noted that a control arrow is a control-in arrow toitsdestination, butitis a
control-out arrow toits source. A control stimulus flows from its source toits
destination.Allcontrolstimuliareoriginatedfromtheexternalcontrol
driving sources: timers or sporadic events. We assume that all functions driven
by a timer must finish their executions within the period of the timer.
For example, the application in Figure 4.2 is driven by two timers: TMx and
TMy, and one sporadic event AEz. The periods of TMx and TMy are px and py,
respectively.These twotimersstarttocountatthetimesrxandry ,
respectively.The asynchronousevent AEz correspondstocontroltoggling
where executioninstances of Fz alternate between two controlstates. The75
event cannot occur earlier than at the time rz. The execution thread driven by
AEz must finishitsexecution within dz time unitsafteritistriggeredto
execute. In addition, ex, Cy, cz, es, and ck are the execution times of function Fx,
Fy, Fz, Fs, and Fk,respectively.
In addition to control arrows, guards and control operators also appear in the
control part. There are two kinds of guards. The kind of guards used in this
examplearesimpleexpressionsof controldrivingsourcesusedtorefine
control flow network. In Figure 4.2, there is one such guard "not AEz" which
specifies that the control stimuli originated from AEz do not drive Fk. The other
kind of guards will be introduced in section 4.2.2.1.
Controloperatorsprocesscontrolstimuliflowingalongcontrolarrows.In
Figure 4.2, two kinds of control operators are used: one control join operator
and one control branch operator.It should be pointed out that therestillare
other kinds of control operators which will be introduced in section 4.2.2.1.
The control join is drawn as a set of control arrows merged together at the end.
The stimuliflowing in from theseparate in-arrows flow outtothe same
destination (box Fs in Figure 4.2).
The control branchisdrawn as two or more controlarrows disseminating
from one controlarrow. The stimulus flowing in from the singlein-lineis
duplicatedatthe branch point, one for each branched out-arrow, and each
resulting stimulus flows out along itscorresponding branched out-arrow toits
destination (box Fk or the external environment in Figure 4.2).
Control driving sources together with control operators and guards specify the
execution threads of a design diagram (itsresulting application). For example,
in Figure 4.2, there exist three different execution threads: FxFsFk, FyFsFk, and
FzFs, Note that because of the guard "not AEZ ", Fk is not in the third execution76
thread.Itshould be pointed out that in general, each control driving source
may drive a tree offunctions instead of a simple execution path [16].
The data part together with the functional partconstitutes a data flow network.
Similar to a control arrow, a data arrow is a data-in arrow toits destination and
a data-out arrow toitssource. Execution of a box readsitsinputs from the
variablesassociatedwithitsdata-inarrowsandupdatesthevariables
associated with itsdata-out arrows.
In addition to data arrows and variables, data operatorsalso appear in the data
part which represent datasharing and data grouping. One data operatoris
used in Figure 4.2: a data branch operator. Itis drawn as a set of data arrows
disseminating from onearrow. The variableassociated with the branchis
updated by its source and is used by more than onedestination. Other kinds of
data operators will be introduced in section 4.2.2.2.
We are now ready to interpret the semantics ofFigure 4.2. The external input x
is sampled at the regular rate of lipx [27]. Each time xis sampled, the external
output u must be recomputed by executingthe function Fs with the new value
of x' and the most recent values of y', z' and v. Theinternal state v must also be
updated by executing Fk with the new value of u. Thecontrol stimulus flowing
out along the control arrow to theexternal environment drives actuators into
actions, where the value of u is used.
The external input y is sampled at the rate of l/py and thevariables u and v
must likewise be recomputed. When an AEz event occurs, a newz' must be
computed by executing Fz. The external output u must also berecomputed by
executing Fs within dz time units. In [27], the releasetimes rx, Ty, rzwere
specified to be 0.Here, we adopt thisspecification. However,itshould be
pointed out that under our approach, the release times can have any values.77
We emphasize that Figure 4.2 depicts both the control flow and the data flow of
the example application. This isin sharp contrast to the graphical computation
model in [27] which is based on separate data-flow and control-flow diagrams.
Figure 4.2 allows us to easily obtain a whole picture of the intended hard real-
time application, which isdifficult toachieve by examining separate control
and dataflow diagrams. The design diagram definesthesemantics of the
application in a quite intuitive manner.
4.1.2 Analyzing a Design Diagram
We now show how toconvertadesigndiagramsothattheresulting
applicationhasdeterministicbehavior. We giveasystematicmethodfor
deriving a set of precedence-constrained periodic tasks from a design diagram
which together meet therequirements.Sporadictasksare transformedinto
theirequivalentperiodictasks. We thenconsiderthescheduling problem
extracted from a design. We present one optimal preemptive algorithm and one
optimalnon-preemptiveNIITalgorithm. We show howtoapplyvarious
scheduling methods to the example application. Before we start, we want to
point out that in thissection, we only consider uniprocessor environment.
4.1.2.1 Deriving Periodic Task Sets
Our method for derivinga precedence-constrained periodictasksetfrom a
designdiagramisbased on controldrivingsourcesanddata dependency
relations. The simplest method for deriving a scheduling task set from a design
diagram isto create a compound task for each control source which executes
all functions driven by the source. But, we are further interested in deriving a
set of light-weight tasks each of which corresponds toa state transformation
function in the design diagram. We do this for the following reasons:78
(1) Different control sources may drive the same functions to execute as shown
intheexampleapplication.Derivingalight-weighttaskset may expose
opportunitiesforeliminatingredundantcomputations.
(2) A light-weight task set may have better opportunities to be scheduled. Due
toprecedenceor/andnon-preemptionconstraints,anurgenttask may be
blocked.Becauselight-weighttasks haveshorter execution times compared
with compound tasks,an urgentlight-weight taskwillbe blocked by the
executing light-weight task for a shorter time interval.
We firstdeal with timers.In the simple case, each timer drivesa single
execution path as shown by the example application. Let F1F2Fn be such an
execution path, where Fi is a function which cannot start to execute until Fi_1
finishes. Also, letr be the time when the corresponding timer starts to count
(the release time of the execution path), ci be the execution time ofFi,and p be
the period of the timer.
From F1F2Fn, we derive this light-weight periodic task set z = {Ti T2 Tni,
where Ti executes Fi and its parameters are calculated as follows: (1) ri = r, r2 =
r + cl, r i = ri-1 + ci-1,. rn = rn-1 + cn-1;(2) ci as it is; (3) pi = P; (4) do = P.
do -1 = do - cn,di-1 = di ,di = d2c2. It is clear that the task release
times are the earliest possible release times and the deadlines are the latest
possible deadlines for the precedence and timing constraints of the execution
path to be met. A figure showing the so-derived task set from Figure 4.2 is
given in section 4.1.2.2.2.
When preemption is not allowed, the precedence constraints among Tis are the
same as those among Fis. However, when preemption isallowed,in order to
keep dataconsistency,precedenceconstraints must alsotakedatasharing
among derivedtasksdriven bydifferentcontrolsourcesintoaccount. We
delay this discussion to section 4.1.2.2.2.79
In general, a timer may drive a tree of functions to execute [16]. The periodic
task set from such a tree is derived similarly. For each function in the tree, we
generate a periodic task. To derive the release times, we sort the tasks in
forward topological order. Assume that tasks Ti, T2,, Tn arein theright
order. Then, (1) ri = r, where Ti has no predecessor, (2)rj = max{rk + ck,where
j = 2, 3, ... ,n, 1 5 k 5 j-1, and Tk is the predecessor of Tj}. To derive the deadlines,
we sort the tasks in backward topological order. Assume thatTn, Ti are
in the right order. Then, (1) di = p, where Ti has no successor, (2) dj = min{dk -
ck, where j = n-1, n-2, ,1, n a k a j+1, and Tk is the successor of Ti}.
We now turn to external sporadic events. All functions driven by an external
event must finish their executions within the deadline specified by the design.
The method for deriving a periodic task set from a sporadic control source first
incorporatesthe functions driven by the source into one compound sporadic
task and converts the compound taskinto an equivalent periodic task using
Theorem 2.4. Then, the equivalent periodic taskisfurther decomposed into
light-weighttasks.
Let us now consider the design in Figure 4.2 which have three execution
paths: FxFsFk, FyFsFk, and FeFs. The first two paths are periodic and the third
path is sporadic. From path FxFsFk, we obtain the light-weight periodic task set
"cl = (T1, T2, T3}, where Ti, T2 andT3 execute Fx, Fs and Fk, respectively, Ti = (rx,
cx, px, px-cs-ck), T2 = (rx+cx, cs, px, px-ck), and T3 = (rx+cx+cs, ck, PXI Px)
Similarly, from path FyFsFk, we obtain the periodic task set T2 = {T4 = (ry, cy, Py,
py-cs-ck), T5 = (ry+cy, cs, py, py-ck), T6 = (ry+cy+cs, ck, py, py)).
For path FeFs, we first create a compound sporadic task which executes both Fe
and Fs: T3 = {T7 = (r1, ce+cs, 0, de)). By Theorem 2.4, we obtain the following
equivalentperiodictask:T'3 = {T'7 = (re, ce+cs, de/2, de/2)).Finally,the
compound periodic task is decomposed into this light-weight task set: ¶"3 = {T"7
= (ri, cz, d7/2, de/2-cs), T"8 = (re+ce, cs, de/2, de/2)).All together, we have the
periodic task set T = T 1 u "c2 U 'c "3 = {Ti, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T"7, T"g) . A figure80
showing the derived task setis given in section 4.1.2.2.2 and the precedence
constraints among these tasks will be further discussed in details there.
4.1.2.2 Scheduling Derived Periodic Task Sets
In this section, we study the scheduling problem derived from HaRTS design
diagram.Formally,eachsuch scheduling problemisdefined byasetof
periodic tasks and a directed acyclic graph. Each node in the graph represents
ataskinstance.An edgebetweentwonodesrepresentsaprecedence
constraint. The reasonthatthe precedence constraintsaredirectlydefinedin
terms of task instances instead of tasks will become clear in section4.1.2.2.2.
The questioniswhether theperiodictasksetcan bescheduled on one
processor such that both the timing andprecedence constraints are met.
4.1.2.2.1 Applyina the MP Algorithm
For the design in Figure 4.2, if we create a compound task for each execution
thread, choose these parameters: cx = 10, px = 80, cy = 10, py = 160, cz = 10, dz =
160, cs = 10 and ck = 10, and assume thatall execution threads are released at
time 0, we obtain the scheduling task set T = (0, 30, 80, 80), T2 = (0, 30, 160,
160), T3 = (0, 20, 0, 160)), where Ti corresponds to FxFsFk, T2 FyFsFk, and T3 FzFs-
By Theorem 2.4, we have this periodic-only task set t' = (Ti = (0, 30, 80, 80), T2 =
(0, 30, 160, 160), T3 = (0, 20, 80, 80)). By Theorem 2.1, T'is scheduleable because
30 + 30 + 20 = 80pmin = 80. By Theorem 2.4, T is also scheduleable. Figure 4.3
shows the FCF schedule for the periodic-only task set T'.
Notethatunder non-preemptivescheduling,noprecedenceconstraintsare
needed for this task set.But, even if the tasks are constrained by precedence
relations, Theorem 2.1still applies. Remember that in the proof of Theorem 2.1,
we have shown that as long as the sum of the execution times is not larger
than the minimum period,a given periodictasksetisscheduleable on one
processor no matter what NIIT algorithmisused.If the tasks are constrained81
by precedencerelations, we can choose a NIIT algorithm which satisfythe
precedenceconstraints.
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Figure 4.3. The FCF schedule for the task set
It should be noted that the condition in Theorem 2.1is only sufficient but not
necessary. When the condition in the theorem does not hold for a periodic task
set,it can still be scheduleable.
4.1.2.2.2 An Optimal Preemptive Algorithm
We nowpresentanoptimalpreemptivealgorithmforschedulingthe
precedence-constrained periodictasksetson one processor. The algorithmis
based on Theorem 2.3 and the result in [4].
It should be pointed out that in Theorem 2.3, no explicit precedence constraints
are considered. There, a task set T is scheduleable if and only if all tasks meet
their deadlines. However, the proof of Theorem 2.3 can be easily extended to
obtain the following theorem in which a task setis scheduleable if and only if
the tasks meet both their timing and precedence constraints. See the proof of
Theorem 2.3in section 2.1.2, which will not be affected by explicit precedence
constraintsatall.82
Theorem4.1: If Eci/p i 51and the instances requested in the time interval
i=1
[0, 2 *1cm)all meet their deadlines and precedence constraints under a NIIT
schedule on one processor, T is scheduleable on one processor.
Itshould be noted that when periodictasksarescheduled, the precedence
constraints are actually on task instances. At different times,a task may be
activetogether withdifferenttasks.Figure 4.4illustratesthisthroughthe
example application, where we assume these parameters: cx = 10, px = 80, Cy =
10, py = 160, cz = 10, dz = 160, cs = 20 and ck = 20, and that all execution threads
are released at time 0. By the task decompositionmethod in section 4.1.2.1, we
obtain this periodic task set: T = (Ti = (0, 10, 80, 40), T2 = (10, 20, 80, 60), T3 = (30,
20,80,80), T4 = (0,10, 160, 120), T5 = (10, 20, 160, 140), T6 = (30, 20, 160, 160), T7 =
(0,10,80, 60), T8 =(20, 20, 80, 80)), where Ti, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, and T8 execute
functionsFx, Fs, Fk, Fy, Fs, Fk, Fz, and Fs,respectively.Theprecedence
constraints among these tasks are also shown in Figure 4.4.
Because TMx and TMy have different periods, the tasks active in the intervals
[0, 80] and [80, 160] are different as shown in Figure 4.4(a). Figure 4.4(b) shows
the precedence constraints among the task instances in a more clear manner.
InFigure4.4,thesolidarrowlinesrepresenttheprecedenceconstraints
derived directly from the controlsources. The dashed arrow linesrepresent
theprecedenceconstraintsimposedbydataconsistencyconcernswhen
preemptive isallowed. Basically, in a preemptive schedule, tasks sharing the
same data stores should not be allowed to preempt one another. We canachieve
this by imposing precedence constraints among such tasks (task instances). In
Figure 4.4(b), the dashed lines are labeled with the shared variables.
We must point out the difference between the above task set and the task sets
definedinsection1.2.1besides precedence constraints.Here, the given task
deadlines are the absolute deadlines for thefirst task instances. The deadlines
for the later instances are calculated by adding the task periods to the previous83
deadlines. For example, d2 = d21= 60, d22 = d21 + 80 = 140, d23 = dn + 80 = 220, etc..
On the other hand, for the task sets in section 1.2.1, the instance deadlines are
calculated by adding the task deadlines to the instance request times. As far as
the scheduling here is concerned, this notation differenceisnot important.
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Figure 4.4(a). The task request pattern and the precedence constraints
Figure 4.4(b). The graph representation of the precedent constraints84
In general, data flow analysis on the data part of a graphical design is needed
for dashed arrow lines to be added to ensure data consistency. Note that when
preemption is not allowed, dashed arrow lines are not needed because mutual
exclusionsareautomatically guaranteed inuniprocessor environment.
In Figure 4.4, if two task instances are active in two overlapping time intervals
and share the same data stores, a precedence constraintis imposed between
them because potentially,they can preempt each other. We simply allow the
instancerequestedearliertoprecede theotherinstance.For theinstances
requestedatthe same time,theinstance with earlier deadline proceeds the
other instance. Tiesare broken arbitrarily.
The above discussion should make the case for us that precedence constraints
shouldbedirectlygivenintermsoftaskinstances.However,when
preemption isnot allowed, precedence constraints can also be given in terms
of tasks, from which we can easily derive the precedence constraints among
the taskinstances.
Given a periodic task setr,there are potentially an infinite number of task
instances. The condition in Theorem 4.1is both sufficient and necessary for'T
tobe scheduleable under a NIIT algorithm:preemptive or non-preemptive.
Thus, we only need to consider the task instances requested in the first two lcm
time periods if we satisfy ourselves with NIIT algorithms.
Notethatintuitively,theprecedenceconstraintsamongtheinstances
requested in the first lcm period should have been repeated in each later lcm
period. However, if the instances requested in the first lcm period are executed
(partially)in the second lcm period, they will interfere the executions of the
instancesrequestedinthesecond lcmperiod.Suchinterference mustbe
considered in ensuring data consistency when preemption isallowed.85
From the proof of Theorem 2.3, we know that the interference of the instances
requestedinkthlcm period on the instances requestedinthe (k+l)th lcm
period is the same as that of the instances requested in (k+l)th lcm period on
the instances requested in the (k+2)th lcm period under a NIIT schedule for all
k. Thus, only the precedence constraints among the instances requested in the
first two lcm periods need to be considered under a NIIT schedule. In Figure
4.4, only the precedence relations among the instances requested in thefirst
lcm period are shown because under the schedule in Figure 4.5 below, all of
the instances finish their executions in thefirst lcm period.
Under Theorem 4.1,our scheduling problemistransformedintoafinite
problem in which each task is defined by a release time r, an execution time c,
andadeadlined,andthetasksarefurtherconstrainedbyprecedence
relations [4]. Let co = (ti , t2 ,to)be such a precedence-constrained task set
wheretiis characterized by the three tuple(ri, ci, di). Further letti =tj mean
that ti must be completed before tj can start to execute. Then, we have:
Theorem4.2[4]: The following preemptive scheduling algorithmisoptimal
for co:
(1) For all i = 1, 2,, n,calculate
d*i = min(dk I ttk ) ) + ei
where ei is a small number used to break ties. For i = 1, 2, ..., n, eiis less than
the interval between two consecutive clock ticks.
(2) Assign the processor to the available task ti which has the minimum value
of d*i. Processituntil either itis completed or task tk with d*k < cri becomes
available. In the later case, preempt taskti.86
The preemptive algorithm based on Theorems 4.1and 4.2 for checking the
scheduleability of a precedence-constrained periodic task set on one processor
isoptimal because(1) The conditionin Theorem 4.1isnecessaryfora
precedence-constrainedperiodictasksettobescheduleable under a NIIT
schedule; (2) The scheduling algorithm in Theorem 4.2 is a MIT algorithm and
is optimal with respect to all scheduling algorithms [4].
Now, letus see how the example application can be implemented using the
preemptiveapproach on one processor.If westilltreatedeach execution
threadasatask, we would obtainthisperiodictaskset under the above
assumed parameters in this section: t = (Ti = (0, 50, 80, 80), T2 = (0, 50, 160, 160),
T3 = (0, 30, 80, 80)). According to Theorem 2.2, the task set is not scheduleable
on one processor because 50/80 + 50/160 + 30/80 =21/16 > 1. Note that simply
decomposing the tasks as shown in Figure 4.4 does not help. For the light-
weight task set shown in Figure 4.4, we have 10/80 + 20/80 + 20/80 + 10/160 +
20/160 + 20/160 + 10/80 + 20/80 = 21/16 > 1.
However,itshould be noted that there are many redundant computations in
the decomposed taskset.Beforethealgorithmin Theorem 4.2isused,
redundant computations should be eliminated. For example, T21 and T51 execute
thesame functionandtheiractivetimeintervalsoverlap.T21isactive
between 10 and 60. T51 is active between 10 and 140. We can merge them and
create a new instance which isactive between 10 and 60.In general,if two
taskinstancesexecute the same function and theiractiveintervalsoverlap,
they can be merged by choosing the overlapping time interval to be the active
interval of the resultinginstance.
Figure 4.5 shows the schedule using the algorithmin Theorem 4.2 for the
decomposed task setafter the redundant computations are eliminated. Only the
schedule for the first lcm period is shown because the instances requested in
that period allfinish their executions in the same period and thus the schedule-
for the first lcm period will be repeated in each later lcm period.87
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Figure 4.5. The schedule after eliminating the redundant computations
4.1.2.2.3 Non-preernotive Scheduling
Givena precedence-constrainedperiodictaskset,by Theorem 4.1, we only
need to consider the task instances requested in the first two 1cm periods if we
are satisfied with NIIT algorithms.
Under Theorem4.1,ourschedulingproblemistransformedintoajob
sequencing probleminwhich each jobisdefinedbyareleasetime,an
executiontime,andadeadline,andthejobsarefurtherconstrainedby
precedencerelations.Each jobisjustataskinstance.This problemisa
variation of the Sequencing With Intervals problem [11].In the SWI problem,
the jobs only have timing constraints.
An optimal NIIT algorithm for our job scheduling problem enumeratesall job
permutationswhichsatisfytheprecedenceconstraintsanddonotcontain88
inserted idle time.If no such permutation satisfies the timing constraints, the
job setisnot scheduleable under any non-preemptive NIIT algorithm on one
processor. Because the condition in Theorem 4.1is necessary with respect to
NIIT algorithms, the optimal MIT algorithm for our job sequencing problem is
alsoan optimal NIIT algorithm for our precedence-constrained periodictask
schedulingproblemunder non-preemptionconstraint.
However, the optimal algorithm may not be practical for a real application. In
[11], the SWI problem was shown to be NP-complete, which is just a special case
of our job sequencing problem in that the precedence constraint for the SWI
problem is simply null. Thus, our job sequencing problem isat least as hard as
NP-complete. A polynomial-timenon-deterministicalgorithmforour job
sequencing problem simply guesses a right job permutation and then checks
ifthetimingconstraintsaresatisfiedinthatpermutation.Thus, our job
sequencing problem is also NP-complete. Note that here we consider the size of
our job sequencing problem to be the number of jobs (task instances requested
in the first two lcm periods).
The NP-completenessresultrequires ustoconsider heuristicalgorithmsfor
our job sequencing problem. Any scheduling algorithm for the SWI problem
can be modified to solve our job sequencing problem. As said in section 2.1.4,
the heuristic algorithms in [2, 5, 6, 9, 15, 28, 29] can be used to solve the SWI
problem. These algorithms can also be modified tosolve the job sequencing
problem here because the precedence constraintsin our problem only narrow
down the number of possible valid schedulesin the schedule searchspace.
Furthermore, although the heuristic algorithms based on Theorem 4.1depends
on the 1cm of the task periods, we do not expect the worst case to occur in real
applications. See section 2.1.4.
Now, we further show how toimplementthe exampleapplication. When
preemption is not allowed and the same parameters as those in section 4.1.2.2.2
are used, we obtain the same periodic taskset. See Figure 4.4. However, as89
mentionedinsection 4.1.2.2.2,the precedence constraintsrepresented by the
dashed arrowlinesinFigure 4.4arenot needed when preemptionisnot
allowed.Aftertheredundantcomputationsareeliminated,under thenon-
preemptive EDF algorithmmodifiedtotakeprecedenceconstraintsinto
account, the same schedule as the one in Figure 4.5 is obtained.
It should be pointed out that itis a special case that the schedule in Figure 4.5
is the same as the modified non-preemptive EDF schedule. In general cases, the
schedulingalgorithminTheorem4.2 may produceascheduleinwhich
preemptionoccurs.
Now, let us consider another set of task parameters: cx = 10, px = 80, cy = 20, py =
160, cz = 10, dz = 160, cs = 10 and ck = 10. If we create a compound task for each
execution path, we obtain this periodic task set:ti = {Ti = (0, 30, 80, 80), T2 = (0,
40, 160, 160), T3 = (0, 20, 80, 80)). Theorem 2.1 can not decide the scheduleability
of this task set because 30 + 40 + 20 = 90 > pmin = 80. However, itis scheduleable
under Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 2.3, too). Figure 4.6 shows a non-preemptive EDF
schedule for the task set.
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Figure 4.6. The non-preemptive EDF schedule for the task set
Up to now, in this section, we have presented four schedules for the example
application based on three different sets of task parameters. The method based
on Theorem 2.1is no doubt the simplest method. The condition in Theorem 2.1
is very easy to check. However, when that condition isnot satisfied, the task
set may still be scheduleable. By checking the instances requested in thefirst90
two lcm periods, we can determine the scheduleability of a task set which is
undecidable under Theorem 2.1. Figure 4.6 shows such an example. However,
these solutions may contain redundant computations.
The light-weight task set shown in Figure 4.4 is not scheduleable by Theorem
2.2. However, by eliminating the redundant computations,itisscheduled by
boththealgorithmin Theorem 4.2and themodified non-preemptive EDF
algorithm. The preemptive approach is no doubt much more complex than the
non-preemptiveapproachbecauseofdataconsistencyconcerns.But,by
allowing preemption, a task set which is not scheduleable when preemption is
notallowed may become scheduleableduetotheflexibilityenabledby
preemption.91
4.2 HaRTS
We now fully describe our hard real-time software development environment:
HaRTS, which consists of a design tool and a scheduling tool. The design tool
supports a hierarchicaldesign diagram which combines the control and data
flow of a hard real-time application. We have illustrated the design diagram in
section4.1throughan exampleapplicationwithout mentioningthedesign
hierarchy.
Inthissection,we describethedesignhierarchy,introduce more design
components of the design diagram, and show how toflattenthe hierarchical
design diagram to obtain a global view. We further show that Adacode can be
automatically generated from a design diagram. However, theresulting code
does not guarantee data integrityand meeting of deadlines. We extend the
analysis method described in section 4.1.2 to consider more design components
and distributed systems.
Itshould be pointed outthat thepresentationinthissectioniscentered
around a simplified version of an example application (a missile flight control
application) which is the main driving force for us to develop HaRTS.
Developing a hard real-timeapplication with deterministic behavior has been
adifficultproblem.Underthetraditionalcyclic-executiveapproach[1],
programmers need to unnaturally cut the code into certain sized pieces thatfit
into time frames of a schedule. Putting code pieces by hand into the right time
frames and intherightorderisa time-consuming and error-prone process
[33].This painful process must be repeated when the codeismodified or
updated. [22, 23, 24] described a prototype system description language (PSDL)
for defining the behavior of a real-time system, whichisbasicallyanother
textuallanguage having very limitedgraphicalcapability.92
On theotherhand,under ourapproach,ahardreal-timeapplicationis
developed by "What You See Is What You Get". The design requirements are
captured by thedesign diagram which can beautomaticallyanalyzed and
scheduled.
Inmosthardreal-timeschedulingproblems(e.g.,thewell-knownrate
monotonic approach summarized in[331),tasksare assumed to be periodic
or/and sporadic. But, in practice, derivingperiodic or/and sporadic tasks from
anarbitrarytextualprogram, sayanarbitraryAdam' program, may not be
easy. On the other hand, under our approach, the control flow of a hard real-
timeapplicationiscaptured byitsdesign diagram, from whichasetof
precedence-constrainedperiodictasks,cooperativelymeetingthedesign
requirements, can be automaticallyderived.
4.2.1 The Des Ian Hierarchy
Ina HaRTS design, the design componentsareorganized hierarchicallyas
shown in Figure 4.7, where the boxes with thinner borders are called atomic
boxes and represent functions. See section 4.1.1. On the other hand, the boxes
with thicker borders are called compositeboxes and are used to organize the
designhierarchically.Each composite boxrepresentsasetof lower-level
designcomponents.Inacompletedesign,eachcompositeboxhasa
corresponding design page showingitsdecomposition.
It should be noted that the arrows in Figure 4.7 have a different appearance
compared with the arrows in Figure 4.2. There are no curves in the arrows in
Figure 4.7. Furthermore, in Figure 4.7, the circles are used to represent control
and data operators, which also have a different appearance in Figure 4.2.
The reason for the different graphical appearancesisthat (1) As pointed out
insection1.3.1, HaRTS design tool has been implemented using the Objex
framework which currentlydoesnotsupport curvedlines;(2) We simply93
chose to use a circle to represent an operator in our implementation.The letter
inan operator circlespecifiesthe operator type.Note thatthereareother
kinds of control and data operators than the control and data operators used in
Figure 4.2, which will be described in section 4.2.2. A circle with a letter allows
all operators to have a consistent appearance.
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Figure 4.7(a). The context box of the example application
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Figure 4.7(b). The decomposition page of the context box
[cmd]
There is a special composite box for each design, called context box, which is at
thehighest designlevelandrepresentstheinterfacewithitsenvironment.
The context box appears on the context page.94
The design components appearing on the decomposition page of a composite
box are called its directcomponents which may in turn be composite boxes
themselves. The container-componentrelationconstitutesa design hierarchy
and is transitive. The direct components of a composite box is at a design level
one lower than its own level.
Note that some arrows and texts may appear atdifferent design levels. For
example, thecontrol-in/out arrowsin Figure 4.7(a)areexactly those arrows
entering/exitingFigure 4.7(b)from thetop/rightand thedata-in/outarrows
in Figure 4.7(a)are exactly those arrows entering/exiting Figure 4.7(b) from
theleft/bottom.Sucharrowsconnectthedesign components ondifferent
design pages.In the following, components either refer todirect components
orallcomponents by thetransitivecontainer-componentrelation,depending
on the context.
Figure4.7showsthesimplifieddesigndiagramforthemissilecontrol
applicationmentionedabove,where SP standsforsensor processing; NV
navigation; GD guidance and CT control. The context box is shown in Figure
4.7(a). The application is driven by two timers TM1 and TM2 with the periods pl
and p2,respectively, reads two externalinputs x and y from two sensors,
generatesoneexternaloutputz,and sendsthecontrol commandtothe
actuator, where the external output z is used. The two timers start to count at
differenttimesrlandr2,whererldependsonthelengthof system
initialization and r2isoffset from rl by some constant. Figure 4.7(b)isthe
decomposition page of the context box.
As illustrated by Figure 4.7(b), each design page consists of three parts:the
functionalpart,thecontrolpart and thedatapart.The functionalpartis
shown along the diagonal consisting of the boxes. The control partis shown
above the diagonal and the data part below the diagonal. Note that the dashed
line is not part of the design. It is only used to show the diagonal.95
Each composite boxconstitutesaself-containedsubdesign. The textinit
describes the functionality of the subdesign whose interface with other parts
of the design is defined by the attached arrows. See box NV in Figure 4.7(b).
The arrows on the top/right of a composite box carry control stimuli into/out
of the box. The arrows on the left/bottom carrydatainto/out of the box.
However, these control stimuli and data are for its components instead of itself,
in contrast to an atomic box.
In Figure 4.7(b), there isa control join operator which is drawn as a circle
with a J and two data branch operators each of which is drawn as a circle with
a B. We shallintroduce the other types of control/data operatorsin section
4.2.2. But, to interpret Figure 4.7, we need to explain the control join and data
branch operators here. The stimuli flowing intoa control join along thein-
arrows flows out along the out-arrow to the same destination (box CT in Figure
4.7(b)). The variable associated with a data branch is updated by its source and
is used by more than one destination. Note that in general, there can be more
than two in-arrows connected to a control join and more than two out-arrows
connected to a data branch.
We now interpret the design in Figure 4.7. Theexternal inputs x and y are to
be sampled at the regular rate of 1/p1. Each time x and y are sampled, u must be
recomputed by function SP with the new values of x and y.After SP, the
navigationrelatedfunctions containedin box NV must be executed, whose
decomposition will be shown in section 4.2.3. Then, functions GD and CT must
be executed in that order for guidance control. The internal state u is updated
by SP andisshared by GD and some components of box NV. Similar
interpretation also applies to w. v is updated by some components of box NV
and is used by GD. In addition to being driven by timer TM1, function CT is also
driven by timer TM2. When CT finishesitsexecution,itsendsacontrol
command to the actuator, where the external output z is used.96
Note that in Figure 4.7, the internal state w is used more frequently than itis
updated.Intherealapplication,thiswasforreducingthe number of
processors. Furthermore, in the real application, the boxes SP, GD, and CT are
all composite boxes. Due to the size limit, we simply present each as an atomic
unit. We keep composite box NV toillustratedesignflattening and mode
changes in section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 More Design Components
We now introduce more control/data operators and the other kind of guards.
Remember that in section 4.1.1, we have already introduced one kind of guard.
The guards will be introduced together with control operators because theyall
appear in the control part and are typically used together.
4.2.2.1 More Control Operators and Guards
Control operators and guards act on control stimuli. In addition to control join
appeared in Figure 4.7,therearecontrol branch,repeat,skip,if,and case
operators. There are two kinds of guards. We have introduced one kind of
guards in section 4.1.1 and we shall introduce the other kind together with if
and case operators.
A control branch is drawn as a circle with aB.See Figure 4.8. The stimulus
flowing in from the in-arrow is duplicated at the operator, one for each out-
arrow,and eachresultingstimulusflowsoutalongitsout-arrowtoits
destination.Note thatingeneral,there can be more than two out-arrows
connected to a control branch. The source and destinations of a control branch
can also be composite boxes or other control operators. Similar comments also
apply to the other kinds of control operators.97
Figure 4.8. An example control branch operator
A repeat operator is drawn as a circle with an R.See Figure 4.9(a). A control
stimulus enteringarepeat operator repeatedly drivesthe box linkedtothe
bottom arrow for the number of times specifiedby the bound in the bracket.
Only when the repetition finishes, a controlstimulus flows out along the right
arrow.If the box isa composite box, thenits box-components must be on a
singleexecutionpath(single-in-single-exit).For example, box F in Figure
4.9(a)isexecuted four times for each control stimulus reachingthe operator
and only after that, a control stimulus flows out alongthe right arrow.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9. (a) An example repeat operator; (b) An exampleskip operator
A skip operator is similar to a repeat operator and is drawn as a circlewith an
S.However, contrarytoarepeatoperator,askipoperator decreasesthe
frequency by which its destination is executed. For example, box Fin Figure
4.9(b)isexecuted only once for every 4 control stimuli reaching the operator.
Those skipped(not-driving-box) controlstimulidirectly flow out along the
right arrow. We need the skip operator because in some applications, some
functions do not need to be executed as frequently as their predecessors.98
An if operator is drawn as a circle with an IF and a case operatorwith a C. See
Figure 4.10. A sequence of if/case operators connected oneafter another can
be used tospecify more than two choices. A sequence of connected case
operators has asingle variable associated with them, which takesaset of
mutually exclusive values. On the other hand, the conditionsassociated with if
operatorsaremoreflexible.The conditionsaregivenintheassociated
brackets.
[phase = first]
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Figure 4.10. (a) An example if operator;(b) An example case operator
The expressions associated with if and case operators are guards. Suchguards
specifydifferent system operation modes. The globalvariablesin them are
updated in those functions which determine mode changes. Weshallfurther
talk about thisin section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.2. The control stimulus entering an
if/caseoperator flows outalong the out-arrow whose associated guard has
valuetrue.
It should be pointed out the difference between the guards describedhere and
the guards described in section 4.1.1. Here the guards consist ofvariables and
operatorsacting on variables. On theother hand,theguardsdescribedin
section 4.1.1 consist of control driving sources and operators acting on control
stimuli.Controldrivingsources,i.e.,timersandexternalevents,arenot
variables. They can not be changed.99
4.2.2.2 More Data Operators
In addition to data branch appeared in Figure 4.7, there aredata join, separate,
and group operators. Data branch and data join arefor data sharing. Separate
and group operators are for data distributing and datagrouping.
A data join is drawn as a circle with a J. The variableassociated with a data join
is updated by more than one source and used byits destination. Note that in
general, there can be more than two in-arrows connected to adata join.
F
Figure 4.11. An example data join operator
A group operator is drawn as a circle with a G and a separate operatorwith an
S which are used to group and separate data variables,respectively. In Figure
4.12(a), x is a name representing a set of variables consisting of xland x2
whichareeithervariablesorvariablesetnamesthemselves.Similar
interpretation applies to Figure 4.12(b). Note that a variable set name is not a
variable.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12. (a) An example group operator; (b) An example separate operator100
We need these two operators for two reasons: First, they help to keep a design
clean by grouping datalinestogether;Second,variables can be packaged
together by variablesets.In general, there can be more than two in-arrows
connected to a group operator and more than two out-arrows connected to a
separateoperator.
4.2.3 Flattening a Design
Althoughthedesignhierarchyhelpsinorganizingadesignandfocusing
attention on just enough detailsat a time, a broader view than a design page
allows us todirectly see how the components on different design pages are
connected and thus helps us examine the design.
Flattening a composite box enables us to obtain a broader view than a design
page.Itisarecursive process:(1) The composite boxisreplaced byits
decompositionpage;(2)Theresultingcompositeboxesarerecursively
replaced by their decomposition pages untilthe result contains no composite
boxes. It should be noted that flattening the context box gives the global view
of a design.
Figure 4.13 illustrates design flattening. Figure 4.13(a) completes the design in
Figure 4.7, where AT stands for acceleration transformation; VPS velocity and
position update; and GM gravity modeling. Figure 4.13(b) shows the result of
flattening the context box.1 0 1
U
AT
[phase = first][second]
VPU
GM
Figure 4.13(a). The decomposition of box NV in Figure 4.7(b)
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Figure 4.13(b). Flattening the design shown in Figure 4.7102
InFigure4.13,thecaseoperator specifies twodifferentoperation modes.
Function AT uses u (the output from the sensor processing)to decide the
operation mode. "phase" is a well restricted global variable updated by AT and
used by the case operator. In mode 1, function VPU and GM are executed after
AT in that order. In mode 2, function GD is executed immediately after AT.
4.2.4 Code Generation and Design Analysis
In this section, we first show how HaRTS design diagram can be automatically
translatedintoAdam' code[3].However,thedirecttranslationdoesnot
guarantee data integrity and meeting of timing constraints. The latter problem
requiresstaticanalysis to ensure that the resulting hard real-time application
hasdeterministicbehavior.
4.2.4.1 Code Generation
For the design diagram to be automatically translated into Ada"" code, we need
a systematic method which assignsa unique identitytoeach atomic box,
control arrow and control operator. We now give such a method which directly
reflectsthedesignhierarchy.
(1) Assign the context box id 0 and the direct box components of composite box
x(itsid)idsx.1, x.2,...,and x.n, respectively, in order along the diagonal,
where n is the number of the direct box components;
(2) Assign the control-in arrows of box x ids xcl, x_c2,..., and x_ck from left to
right and the control-out arrows ids x_ol, x_o2,...,and x_ol from top to bottom,
where k andIarethe number of thecontrol-inand controloutarrows,
respectively;
(3)Assign thedirectcontrol-operator components of composite box xids
x_CO_y_z, where CO stands for control operator, y is the capital letter(s) in the103
operator, and z is a number used to distinguish the operators of the same kind
on the same design page;
(4) Assign the in/out arrows of control operator x (its id) ids x.i, x.c, x.o and x.m
depending on the direction by which an arrow isin/out, whereiisfor an
arrow entering from left, c from top, o exiting from right, m from bottom.
It should be noted that an arrow attached to a composite box appears on more
than one design page. Such an arrow keeps theid assignedatthe highest
level. Furthermore, each arrow is assigned ids twice, once at each end. Let x
andybetheidsassignedatthesourceanddestinationofanarrow,
respectively. Then, the unique id of the arrow is x-y.
Data arrows and data operators are also assigned unique ids using the similar
method. Instead of c/o for control-in/out arrows, i/mis used for data-in/out
arrows. Furthermore, DO, standing for data operator, is used in the id for a data
operator instead of CO.
It should be pointed out that using the four lettersi,c, o, m to distinguish the
arrows connectedtoabox/operator from theleft,top,rightand bottom,
respectively,follows the standardin[30] which inspired us to develop our
design diagram at the first place.
The direct code generation method createsan Adam' taskfor each control
driving source, atomic box, and control operator. The basic idea is that for each
control-in, we generate a task entry and for each control-out, we generate an
entry call. Figure 4.14 illustrates the code generated for an atomic box and a
control join. The code for the other kinds of controloperators and control
driving sources are given in appendix B. Here, itis sufficient to mention that a
timer task contains a delay statement initsinfinite loop body and an event
driving source corresponds toan interrupt address.104
task Box_ID is
entry Controlin_Arrow_ID;
end Box_ID;
task body Box_ID is
begin
loop
accept Control_In_Arrow_ID do
functioncall;
end Control_ln_Arrow_ID;
Control_Out_Arrow_ID;
end loop;
end Box_ID;
Figure 4.14(a). The code for an atomic box
task Control_Join_ID is
entry In_Arrow_ID1;
entry In_Arrow_ID2;
end Control_Join_ID;
task body Control_Join_ID is
begin
loop
select
accept In_Arrow_ID1 do
Out_Arrow_ID;
end In_Arrow_ID1;
or
accept In_Arrow_ID2 do
Out_Arrow_ID;
end In_Arrow_ID2;
end loop;
end Control_Join_ID;
Figure 4.14(b). The code for a control join operator
In addition to the Adam tasks, we need a way to lay out functions and data. Note
that the task for an atomic box includes a function call instead of the function105
itself bpcause the same function can also be called elsewhere. The lay-out
method follows the box order in the flattened design. A variable is placed just
before the box itis attached to. For a function/variable which appears in more
than one place, place it as early as possible. Furthermore, variables can also be
packaged together as specified by group operators.
4.2.4.2 Design Analysis
As mentioned before,thedirect code generation method does not guarantee
mutually exclusive access toshared data among concurrent tasks nor doesit
guarantee satisfaction of timing constraints. The first problem canbe solved
byintroducingmutual-exclusionmechanismsintoAdam',say,binary
semaphoresormonitors,andguardingsharedvariableswiththese
mechanisms. But, the second problem requiresstaticanalysis.
Thecharacteristicsof hardreal-timeapplicationsrequirethatthetiming
constraints be met. It is not difficult to imagine that the workload of a design
may overrun thecomputation power of agivencomputer.Withoutstatic
analysis, we can only rely on extensive and expensive simulations to reach a
certainconfidencelevel.
We areinterestedin developing hard real-time applications with deterministic
behavior.Insection4.1.2, we have shown how toderiveaprecedence-
constrained periodic task set from a design diagram and schedule the task set
to meet the precedence and timing constraints. But, we have only considered a
subset of the design components and uniprocessor environment there.
We now extend the analysis method in section 4.1.2 to include repeat, skip,if
and case operators. First of all,for staticanalysis to be done, the worst-case
execution times of the functions in a design must be known. For an atomic box,
the execution time of itsfunction is given in this format: function: execution-106
time.(see Figure 4.2.) Note thatin the above figuresinthissection,the
execution times are all omitted.
A repeat operator issimilar to, but different from a loop structure in most
programming languages.Here,a repeat operator increasesthe frequency by
whichitsfollowing boxes are executed. For staticanalysis to be done, the
repetition bound must be a constant. Because the frequency by which control
stimuli reach a repeat operator is known, we can derive how many times the
boxes driven by the operator are requested to execute in a certain time period.
As a result, the static analysis method in 4.1.2 can also be applied to a design
diagram containingrepeatoperators.Similar argumentsalsoapplytoskip
operators.
IF and CASE operators are more difficult to deal with. One simple but expensive
way is to ignore the opportunity of utilizing idle processor times resulted from
mutually exclusive execution paths. Under this method, we move the guards
associated with if/case operators down into the related boxes and then use the
method in section 4.1.2 which ignores if and case operators. During run time,
thetaskscontainingsuchguardsfirstcheckwhetherthecorresponding
guards are true each time they are requested to execute. Such a task proceeds
to execute its function only when its guard is true.
Because the execution paths following a case operator are mutually exclusive,
we can also generate a schedule for each path and use different schedules for
different operation modes. This eliminatestheidleprocessor timesresulted
from mutually exclusive execution paths. Consequently, a task set which is not
scheduleable under the method above may become scheduleable. However, as
shown in Figure 4.13(b), mode changes may depend on dynamic information.
The scheduler must understand such information to choose the right schedule.
We must point out that smooth mode changes still need more research.107
On the other hand, there are mode changes which can be totally decided at
static time in terms of time points. For example, there are system initialization
tasksin the example application which are executed only once and are not
shown in Figure 4.13. This mode change is taken care of by the release time of
timer TM1.
IF operators can be handled like case operators. However, for IF operators to be
analyzable, their guards must be analyzable.If the execution paths following
an IF operator are mutually exclusive, then it can be treated as a case operator.
We want to emphasize that for static analysis to be done, if and case operators
should only be used to specify well defined system operation modes which are
decidable at static time.
What happens whenasingleprocessorcannotsatisfythetimingand
precedence requirements of a design diagram? An obvious solution is to use a
faster processor. However, this choice islimited by hardware technology. The
other choice is to use a multiprocessor system. Our design diagram provides a
natural way for designers toassign subdesigns todifferent processors.In a
distributed memory system, the messages communicated among subdesigns are
clearlydefined through the corresponding data-in and data-outarrows. We
shall further discuss this issue in section 4.2.5.
4.2.5 Scheduling and Simulation
Up to now, we have focused on the design tool. We now turn to the scheduling
tool. As mentioned before, due tohistoricalreasons, the design tool and the
scheduling tool have been implemented separately. We describe the input of
the scheduling tool and its scheduling algorithms. We show the animated user
interfacesforsimulating taskexecution.Althoughthedesigntooland the
schedulingtoolhave not beenfullyintegrated, we show thatthecurrent
schedulingtoolcanbeextendedtoscheduletheprecedence-constrained
periodic task set derived from a HaRTS design diagram.108
4.2.5.1 Task Graphs and Scheduling Algorithms
The input to the scheduling tool is a directed acyclic graph, called task graph,
whose nodesareperiodictasksand whose edgesspecifytheprecedence
constraints among the tasks. Figure 4.15 shows an example task graph. The
upper half of a task box gives the task identity;the left of the lower half gives
the task execution time; and the right the task period. The number beside each
arrow is the message size between two correspondingtasks.
Figure 4.15. An example task graph
The current version of the toolis based on the sampling computation model
[25]under whichasuccessorusesthelatestvaluesproducedbyits
predecessors and assumes that the deadlines of periodic tasks are equal to their
periods. Note that the period of task T2 in Figure 4.15 isdifferent from the
period of task Ti.
We now describethescheduling algorithmsinthecurrentschedulingtool.
The simplest one is the one-to-one mapping. The purpose of including thisis to
show whathappenswhen we haveunlimitedresources(processorsand
communication channels)[16]. Figure 4.16 shows the Gantt chart for the five109
tasksin Figure 4.15 on fivefully-connected processors, one task on each
processor,wherethewhite boxesrepresentthetaskexecutiontimes,the
shaded boxes the idle processor times, and 40 is the lcm of the task periods. Note
that this figure should be familiar to the reader because it has been used in
section 3.1to illustrate the scheduling problem in distributed memory systems.
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Figure 4.16. The schedule for the five tasks under one-to-one mapping
Note that in Figure 4.16, a task is not released until the first message from its
predecessor has arrived.It is assumed that it takes one unit of time to transfer
one unit of message from one processor toanother.Ingeneral,thetask
releasetimesareassigned bythetopologicalorder.Thetaskswithout
predecessors are released at time 0. The other tasks are assigned release times
as follows:the release timeri of task Ti = max(rk+ck+mki, where rkisthe
release time of task Tk which is the predecessor of Ti, ck its execution time, and
mki the message passing time between Tk and Ti.}.It is clear that the assigned
release time to each task is the earliest possible time for it to start execution.
The other two algorithms are heuristics based on Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. They
work similarly as follows: (1) Sort the tasks topologically; (2) Assign as many
tasks as possible to one processor such that they can all meet their deadlines;
(3) Use a new processor when thecurrent processor can not accommodate
more tasks; (4) The task release times are assigned similarly as above. However,
when Tk and Ti are on the same processor, mki = 0. The two algorithms both
assume that the processors are fully connected and thereis no communication
competition. That is, when a message is ready,it can be sent immediately.110
The difference between the two algorithms liesinthe methods for checking
whether the tasks assigned to one processor can meet their deadlines. The MP
algorithm simply checks whether the sum of the task execution timesisless
than or equal to the minimum period. If thisissatisfied, the tasks can meet
their deadlines no matter what NIIT scheduling algorithmisused. The MP
algorithm now uses simple first-come-first order.Itshould be noted that the
FCF order naturally meets the requirement that a successor use the most recent
values produced by its predecessors. The LCM algorithm uses the FCF algorithm
to check whether the instances requested in the first two lcm time periods can
meet their deadlines.
Figure 4.17 shows the FCF schedule produced by the MP algorithm for the five
tasks in Figure 4.15. Note that only the schedule for thefirst lcm period is
shown, which will be repeated for the later lcm periods.
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Figure 4.17. The FCF schedule for the five tasks on one processor
In Figure 4.17, tasks T2 and T3 are released at time 0 + 3 = 3; task T4 is released at
3 + 4 = 7; and task T5 is released at 3 + 5 = 8. Once the release time of a periodic
task has been decided, its subsequent request times are fixed. For example, the
second instance of task T2 is requested at 3 + 20 = 23. (Also see Figure 4.16.) Each
time a task is requested, it must finish its execution within its deadline.
Itshould be pointed out thatthe current scheduling tool does not support
point-to-point deadline yet, by which we mean the time interval from when
anexternalinputisreadtowhenacorrespondingexternaloutputis111
generated. See section 3.1. However, thisisexactly what isrequired by the
designdiagram.
Now, let us see what Figure 4.15 means under the control stimulus model. We
can consider the task graph as (part of) the control part of a design diagram
driven by a timer which startsto count at time 0 and has the period 40.
Imagine that thereisa repeat operator between T1 and T2. For each control
stimulus reaching T2 from T1, T2 is executed twice before T4 is executed. As a
result, in Figure 4.17, the two instances of T2 should have both preceded the
single instance of T4. T1 reads in external sample inputs. T4 and T5 generate
external outputs. The point-to-point deadline is 40, i.e., each time a sample data
is taken, the corresponding outputs must be produced within 40 time units.
In general, a task graph under the control stimulus model must be a forest and
the periods of a predecessor and its successors must be either the same or have
multiplerelationship. On the other hand,a task graph under the sampling
model can be any directed acyclic graph and the relations between the periods
of a predecessor and its successors are not restricted.
The current scheduling tool can be extended to include the control stimulus
model. Basically, we need to do two things:(1)reinterpret the precedence
constraints;(2)extendand implement thedeadlinederivation methodin
section 4.1.2.1.
Under the control stimulus model, we firstderive the precedence constraints
as if all tasks had the same period. Then, for the tasks with shorter periods, we
splitthe assumed longer periodstogenerate more instances and adjust the
precedence constraints. For example, when this procedure isapplied to Figure
4.15, we first have that T2, with the assumed period 40, must proceed t4. Then,
by splitting the assumed period 40, 20 each, we have that T2 must be executed
twice before T4 is executed. For the tasks with longer periods (due toskip
operators), we merge the assumed shorter periods to reduce instances.112
Ingeneral, we may needtoconsultthedesigndiagramtoadjustthe
precedence constraints. Imagine that there is a task T2' between T2 and T4 with
the period 20. Then, thereare two possibilities.First,there are two repeat
operators, one between T1 and T2 and the other betweenT2 and T2'. Second,
there is one repeat operator between T1 and T2 which drives both T2 and T2'.
Thetaskdeadlinederivationmethodfirstsortsthetasksinbackward-
topologicalorderand thencalculatesthedeadlinesina waysimilarto
calculating the task release times above. As a result, a periodic task may have a
deadlinesmaller thanitsperiod.Itshould be notedthatthe above LCM
algorithmcan schedule such tasksetswithout any changes.But,the MP
algorithm can only schedule the task sets with di Z pi for all tasks.
The difference between the scheduling algorithms in the scheduling tool and
those in chapter 3 should be noted. First of all, the tasks in chapter 3 are not
explicitlyconstrained by precedence relations.Instead,theyareconstrained
by implicit precedence relationsreflected by taskrelease times under non-
preemptive scheduling. As a result, there, as long as the task release times are
obeyed and the deadlines are met, both the timing and precedence constraints
are met. On the other hand, here, the taskrelease times and deadlines are
dynamicallyderived.
Second,thealgorithmsintheschedulingtoolassumethatthereisno
communication competition. That is, when a message isready,it can be sent
immediately.Inchapter3, we have shown that message passing can be
handled just like task execution in distributed memory systems.
We must pointoutthat more researchisneeded on developingheuristic
algorithmsfordistributedmemorysystemswhichconsiderpoint-to-point
deadlines. Note that indistributed memory systems, due to message passing,
taskallocationdirectlyaffects meeting of point-to-pointdeadlines. When a113
predecessoranditssuccessorsareallocatedtothesame processor,the
messagesproducedbythepredecessorareimmediatelyavailabletothe
successors. On the other hand, when they are allocated to different processors,
the release of the successors must take message passing concerns into account.
We now propose a general approach to meeting point-to-pointdeadlinesas
required by HaRTS design diagram. First, we allocate the tasks derived from a
design diagram in the unit of external control driving sources. That is, we first
allocatethetasksdriven bythe same timer/eventtothe same processor.
Second, we merge thetasksallocatedtodifferentprocessorsontofewer
processor also in the unit of control driving sources. That is,either we merge
alltasksdriven by twodifferentcontroldrivingsourcesontothe same
processor or we do not do the merging at all.
In general, developing a hard real-time application is a complex and difficult
engineeringprocesswhichisconstrainedbymanyfactor,e.g.,the
applicationrequirements, hardware technology,cost,etc..As aresult,the
design process must be arepetitiveand compromise process. However, no
matterwhathappens,themostimportantthingforahardreal-time
applicationisthat the resulting system must have deterministic behavior. By
runningdifferentheuristicalgorithms,designerscanestimate how many
processorsand communication busesareneededfortheirdesigns.These
schedules can either be directly adopted or used as guidelines for the cost.
Moreover, reducing hardware cost isnot the only concern of implementing a
design.Otherimportantfactorsmustalsobeconsidered,e.g.,software
understandabilitywhichisespeciallyimportantforhardreal-time
applicationsduetotherequirementfordeterministicbehavior.Withthis
consideration in mind, given a design diagram, we may simply want to allocate
subdesignstoprocessorsbyourselves,say,foreasyrun-timeexamination.
Under this approach, our scheduling algorithms can be used to ensure that the
tasks on the same processor meet their deadlines.114
4.2.5.2 Simulating Task Execution
Once a schedule has been generated, the scheduling tool can simulate the task
execution.The simulationuserinterfacesarehighlyanimatedwhich goes
beyond the traditional way of examining a schedule as a static Gantt chart.
Figure 4.18 shows a snap shot of simulating the execution of the five tasks in
Figure 4.15, based on the one-to-one mapping schedule in Figure 4.16, under
the task graph interface. The ruler in Figure 4.18 simulates a timer. The task
identityis shown in the lower half of a task box. The left of the upper half
gives the instance number and the right the request time of the instance. The
smaller box on the top of a task box shows the message arriving time and is
frozen and blackened when the corresponding message has arrived. The line
between two tasksis blackened when there is a message being passed between
them.
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Figure 4.18. The simulation on the task graph115
Figure 4.19 shows a snap shot of simulating the execution of the five tasks in
Figure 4.15, based on the one-to-one mapping schedule in Figure 4.16, under
the fully-connected processor topology interface. A rectangle with a circle on
itsignifiesa processor witha communication port. The white boxes ina
processor represent the tasks run on the processor and the shaded boxes the
idle processor times,asin the above Gantt charts. The blackened box ina
processor signifiesthatthe corresponding taskisbeing executed. The lines
represent the communication links between the processors and are blackened
when thereisa message being passed. A portis being blackened when itis
sending a message.
Time in msecs
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Figure 4.19. The simulation on the fully-connected processor topologyChapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
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Our research basicallyconsistsof two parts. The firstpartistheoretically
oriented. The second partisapplication-oriented. For thefirstpart, we have
examinedhardreal-timeschedulingproblemsinbothuniprocessor
environment and distributed memory systems. For the second part, we have
builtahardreal-timesoftwaredevelopmentenvironment, HaRTS, which
utilizes the results of our theoretical research.
5.1.1 Scheduling on One Processor
The necessary condition in Theorem 2.2 isapplicable to any periodic taskset
and does not depend on any specific scheduling algorithm. This isin sharp
contrasttopreviously proposed necessary conditions based on some specific
algorithms.
We have shown that those periodictasksets whose scheduleability can be
decided by the methods in [12, 13, 17, 18, 21] are contained in a proper subset of
the periodic task sets whose scheduleability is decidable with Theorem 2.3. The
conditioninTheorem2.3issufficientandnecessarywithrespectto
scheduling algorithms which do not idle the processor as long asthereare
tasks ready to execute. If a periodic task setis scheduleable under any NIIT
algorithm,itis scheduleable under Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 2.3 allows us to transform an infinite problem into a finite problem.
When preemption is not allowed, any NIIT algorithm for the SWI problem can
be used to solve our problem. When arbitrary preemption is allowed, only the117
first two lcm time periods need tobe checked with the given preemption
policy to decide the scheduleability of a periodic task set. In fact, Theorem 2.3
isapplicabletoany schedulingalgorithm which combines preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling as long asit does not contain inserted-idle-time.
Insection 4.1.2.2, we have further shown that Theorem 2.3alsoappliesto
precedence-constrainedperiodictasksets.Thisisbecausetheproof of
Theorem 2.3 does not depend on any specific scheduling algorithm. As long as
theschedulingalgorithmdoesnotcontaininserted-idle-time,Theorem2.3
applies.The precedencerelationsamong tasksonlyrestricttheorder by
which the tasks (task instances) can be executed.
Although the time complexity of the scheduleability checking methods based
on Theorem 2.3 is related to lcm, we do not expect the worst case to occurin
realapplications, which may make the number of task instances requested in
the first two lcm time periods unmanageable.
Even thoughthesufficientconditioninTheorem2.3isverypowerful,
Theorem 2.1isstillof greatinterest becauseitisquite simple tocheck.
Furthermore,oursimulationresultsinchapter3haveshownthatthe
sufficient condition in Theorem 2.1 can perform very well in many cases in
terms of processor utilizationrate, compared with the conditionin Theorem
2.3.
We have presenteda method for transformingatasksetcontaining both
periodic and sporadic tasks into a periodic-only task set. With this method, the
schedulegeneratedfortheperiodic-onlytasksetalsomeetsthetiming
constraints of theoriginaltaskset. We have shown that thetransformation
method isoptimal under non-preemptive scheduling. The optimalityisin the
sense that the resulting periodic task has the maximum period.118
5.1.2 Scheduling in Distributed Systems
We have proposed variousheuristicalgorithmsfor scheduling periodictask
setsin distributed memory systems. Each heuristic algorithmconsists of two
main parts. The first part is responsible for allocating tasks to processors.The
second partisresponsible for ensuring that the tasks on the same processor
meet their deadlines. We have shown that messagepassing can be handled just
like task execution in distributed memory systems. As aresult,the heuristic
algorithms for reducing the number of processors can also beused to reduce
the number of communication channels.
Our simulation results show that our heuristic algorithms arefast.It takes only
a second or two or less for them toperform. As a result, they are suitable to be
usedinhardreal-time system design andanalysistoolsto produce quick
designfeedbacks.
The heuristicalgorithms composed of the FFA_P/FFD_P allocation algorithm
andthe EDF/LSF schedulingalgorithmperformquitewellintermsof
processor utilization rate by the standardof 0.69. This is true under both the
smaller period groups PT1, PT2, and PT3 and the larger period groupsPT1', PT2',
and PT3'. In general, the FFA_P, FFD_P, and BP algorithms appear to bethe
favoriteallocationheuristics. The MP and EDF algorithms appear to be the
favoriteschedulingheuristics.
It should be remembered that our simulations were done using onlythe task
sets with di = pi for all tasks. However, our heuristics based onthe FCF, EDF and
LSF scheduling algorithmsapplytoany periodictasksets.The interested
readers can perform their own simulations with the tasksetstypical of their
realapplications.
Ingeneral,schedulingperiodictasksindistributed memory systemsisa
difficultproblem. More researchisneededfordeveloping andevaluating119
practical heuristic algorithms, which may need to deal with meeting of point-
to-point deadlines,specific processor topology,etc..
5.1.3 HaRTS
We haveintroducedahardreal-timesoftwaredevelopmentenvironment,
HaRTS, which includes a design tool and a scheduling tool. A prototype version
of each tool has been built separately but they have not been integrated yet.
The designtoolsupportsa hierarchicaldesign diagram which combines the
control and data flow of a hard real-time application and, as a result,is quite
intuitive.Thedesignhierarchyseparatesadesignintoself-contained
subdesigns.Yet,the design can be flattenedtogiveaglobalview.Ina
distributedenvironment, the hierarchy providesa natural way forassigning
subdesigns todifferent processors.
The design diagram can be automatically translated into Adacode. But, the
directtranslationdoes not guaranteedataintegrityand meeting of timing
constraints. The latter problem requires static analysis. We have shown how to
statically analyze a design diagram to ensure that the resulting application has
deterministicbehavior.However,dynamic mode changesstillneed more
research.
Thereexistsacontradictionbetweentheexpressivenessandthestatic
analyzability of a design diagram. We try to strike a balance between them so
thatour design diagram can be usedtospecifyas many hardreal-time
applications as possible and yet isstillstatically analyzable. In this thesis, two
example applications have been described using the design diagram, one from
[27] and the other being a simplified version of a real application.
The scheduling tool takes a task graph as input and uses one of several user-
selectable scheduling algorithms to schedule the task graph. Two try to use as120
few processorsaspossibleto meet the precedence and timing requirements.
The schedulingtoolfurther supportsahighlyanimateduserinterfacefor
simulating task execution which goes beyond the traditional way of examining
a schedule as a static Gantt chart.
We have presented one optimal preemptive and one optimal non-preemptive
NUT algorithmfor schedulingtheprecedence-constrainedperiodictasksets
extractedfrom HaRTS designdiagramsinuniprocessor environment. The
optimal non-preemptive algorithm may not be practicalforarealapplication
because of theNP-completenessresult. We have shown thattheheuristic
algorithmsforthe SWI problem can be modifiedtosolvethisscheduling
problem. Furthermore, we have shown that the current scheduling tool can be
extended to schedule such precedence-constrained periodic tasksets.
We have demonstrated that although the preemptive approach may be able to
schedule a periodic taskset whichisnot scheduleable under non-preemption
constraint due to the flexibility enabled by preemption,itis much harder to
apply than the non-preemptive approach. We have further demonstrated that
although thetask derivation method which creates one compound taskfor
each control driving sourceissimpler, decomposing a graphical design into
light-weighttasksexposesopportunitiesforeliminatingredundant
computations.
Ingeneral,developingahardreal-timeapplicationwithdeterministic
behavior isa very complex and difficult engineering process. We believe that
for any such attempts to be practical, heuristic methods and rules of thumbs
must be employed.121
5.2 Future Work
Therearedifferent avenuestoextend theresearchresultswhich we have
presented in thisthesis. We now suggest some directions along which more
research effortisneeded.
1) The problem of scheduling periodictasksindistributed memory systems
need to be further studied. Our research resultsfor scheduling periodic tasks
in uniprocessor environment have laid a solid foundation forthe problem in
distributed memory systemstobefurtherstudied.Our proposedheuristic
algorithms are good starting points.
Our heuristicalgorithms areall based on the assumed processor architecture
under which each processor can send messages to and receive messagesfrom
any communication bus. See section3.1. This may not be true for a given
processor topology. The scheduling problem under afixed processor topology
needs more study.
Our heuristicalgorithmsaretheresultsof our divide-and-conquer approach
under which the scheduling problem in distributed memory systems is divided
intotwoseparateparts:schedulingtasksonprocessorsandscheduling
communication tasks on buses. Point-to-point deadlines are assumed to be met
aslongasthegiven (communication)taskreleasetimesare obeyed and
(communication) task deadlines are met. However, as discussed in section 3.1,
meeting of point-to-point deadlinesisaffected by task allocation because for
those tasks on the same processor, message passing is not needed. Scheduling
tasks and communication tasks asa whole with point-to-point deadlines being
taken care of needs more study.
2) Our designtooland scheduling tool need tobe integratedand further
extended.Althoughwehaveshownthatthedesigndiagramcanbe
automatically translated into AdaTM code, this has not been implemented yet. We122
believethattheexistence of a software database containing frequently used
algorithmsforhardreal-timeapplications,maybeintheformof class
hierarchy,will be very useful in reducing the cost of developing hard real-
time applications. Once such a software database is added to our design tool, the
functions specifiedin the atomic boxes of a design can either be retrieved
from the database or be directly input by programmers.
As pointed out before, the direct code generation method does not guarantee
data integrityand meeting of timing constraints. The dataintegrity problem
can be solved by introducingmutual exclusion mechanisms into Adam. The
latter problem requires staticanalysis. Our staticanalysis method needs more
research,e.g.,in the area of dealing with smooth mode transitions during run
time.
The scheduling tool needs be extended to include the control stimulus model
requiredbythedesign diagramand more heuristicschedulingalgorithms
need to be added. Moreover, the simulation user-interfaces should be extended
tosimulatetheexecution of a designdirectly on thehierarchicaldesign
diagram.
Finally, more real applications need to be studied.It seems to us that the best
way to develop a useful CASE tool is throughstudying real applications.123
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A. More Simulation Results
Here we present more simulation results. Due to the page limits, we cannot
provide all the results we have obtained. Instead, we only show some typical
results. The presentation here follows the format used in section 3.3.2. Each
sectionhere complementsthecorresponding subsection of section3.3.2by
providing more graphs. The standard deviationsand(coefficientvariations)
for each case will immediately follow the corresponding graph.
In each following case, we first show the graphs with CU = 1.0, then those with
CU = 0.5, and finally those with CU = 0.25. Under the same CU, we first show the
graphs with PU = 4, then those withPU = 6, andfmally those with PU = 8.
A.1 The Number of Processors
In thissection, we first show the graphs comparing the differentallocation
algorithms: FF, FFA, FFD, BF, and WF under the EDF scheduling algorithm. The
graphscomparingtheseallocationalgorithmsunderthe FCF and LSF
algorithms are omitted. The following graphs complement Figures 3.2 and 3.3.129
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.2(a)
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 1.55 1.86 1.83 1.69 1.84
40 2.61 2.30 2.28 2.42 2.37
60 3.10 2.84 2.78 3.35 2.85
80 4.10 3.31 3.33 3.56 3.14
The Coefficient Variations for Figure 3.2(a)
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14
40 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09
60 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.07
80 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.2(b)
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 1.74 1.66 1.64 1.68 1.63
40 2.67 2.70 2.82 2.84 2.68
60 3.01 2.39 2.26 3.43 2.28
80 2.61 2.43 2.35 3.42 2.13
The Coefficient Variations for Figure 3.2(b)
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
40 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10
60 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.06
80 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.04130
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.3(a)
num of tasks FF WA FFD BF WF
20 1.30 1.11 1.18 1.19 1.18
40 1.66 1.84 1.70 1.59 1.77
60 2.03 2.23 2.34 2.18 2.36
80 2.76 3.09 2.89 2.77 2.78
The Coefficient Variations for Figure 3.3(a)
num of tasks FF WA FFD BF WF
20 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17
40 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.13
60 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
80 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.3(b)
num of tasks FF WA FFD BF WF
20 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.50
40 0.61 0.74 0.51 0.57 0.65
60 0.98 0.88 0.99 1.10 1.11
80 1.28 1.14 1.14 1.00 1.23
The Coefficient Variations for Figure 3.3(b)
num of tasks FF WA FFD BF WF
20 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15
40 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.10
60 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.12
80 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10
From now on, the coefficient variations for each case are omitted.6 0 -,-number of processors
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 2.23 1.99 1.94 1.80 1.99
40 2.34 2.32 2.26 2.50 2.36
60 3.11 2.76 2.83 2.76 2.63
80 4.20 3.85 4.04 4.37 3.81
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.87 0.97
40 1.48 1.20 1.25 1.33 1.16
60 1.25 1.16 1.20 1.25 1.22
80 1.76 1.51 1.41 1.50 1.523 0 - number of processors
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 1.07 1.16 0.96 1.10 1.06
40 1.76 1.44 1.47 1.55 1.53
60 1.68 1.67 1.69 1.78 1.92
80 2.11 2.21 1.87 2.23 2.02
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.55 0.53 0.56 0.53 0.52
40 0.70 0.75 0.78 0.72 0.76
60 0.83 0.88 0.89 0.94 0.96
80 0.75 0.83 0.74 0.88 0.731 2number of processors
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number of tasks
20 40 60 80
FF
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.50 0.48 0.45 0.49 0.53
40 0.63 0.68 0.73 0.73 0.66
60 0.95 1.11 0.85 0.92 0.99
80 0.87 0.96 1.01 0.96 0.96
We now show the graphs comparing the different allocation algorithms: FFA,
FFA_P, FFD, and FFD_P under the EDF scheduling algorithm. In general, their
performances under PT1, PT2, and PT3 are quite close.6 0 - numberof processors
50-
40 -
30-
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0
EDF; p <= 4*10; c <= p*1.0; d . p
1
20
I
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40
I
60
I
80
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-0- FFD_P
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA_P FFD FFD_P
20 1.86 1.72 1.83 1.58
40 2.30 2.43 2.28 2.51
60 2.84 2.67 2.78 2.80
80 3.31 3.59 3.33 3.70
60- number of processors
50 -
40 -
30 -
20-
10 -
0
EDF; p <= 6*10; c <= p*1.0; d = p
I
20
I
o -FFA
-0-- FFA P
- FFD
number of tasks -0- FFD_P
40
I
60
I
80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA P FFD FFD P
20 1.99 2.39 1.94 2.04
40 2.32 2.64 2.26 2.26
60 2.76 3.22 2.83 3.36
80 3.85 4.45 4.04 4.076 0 -number of processors
50-
40 -
30 -
20 -
10 -
0
EDF;p <= 8*10; c <= p*1.0; d = p
20
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- FFD
number of tasks FFD_P
40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA_P FFD FFD_P
20 1.66 1.83 1.64 1.95
40 2.70 3.16 2.82 2.89
60 2.39 3.06 2.26 3.29
80 2.43 2.95 2.35 3.04
25 - number of processors
20-EDF; p <= 4*10; c <= p*0.5; d
15-
10-
5-
0
20
FFA
o FFA P
FFD
number of tasks -0- FFD_P
40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA_P FFD FFD P
20 0.97 0.82 0.96 1.01
40 1.20 1.39 1.25 1.18
60 1.16 0.98 1.20 1.10
80 1.51 1.41 1.41 1.456 0 - numberof processors
50-
40 -
30 -
20 -
10 -
0
EDF; p610; cp*0.5; d = p
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40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA_P FFD FFD P
20 1.16 0.94 0.96 1.00
40 1.44 1.39 1.47 1.38
60 1.67 1.54 1.69 1.26
80 2.21 1.68 1.87 1.76
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20-
15-
10-
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- FFD
number of tasks FFD_P
20 40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA_P FFD FFD P
20 1.11 0.93 1.18 1.01
40 1.84 1.57 1.70 1.38
60 2.23 1.68 2.34 1.36
80 3.09 1.85 2.89 1.971 2 - number of processors
1 0 -
8 --
6 -
4-
2 -
0
EDF; p <= 4*10; c <= p*0.25; d
20
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA P FFD FFD P
20 0.53 0.48 0.56 0.56
40 0.75 0.71 0.78 0.76
60 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.87
80 0.83 0.93 0.74 0.92
1 2 - number of processors
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA_P FFD FFD_P
20 0.48 0.50 0.45 0.47
40 0.68 0.64 0.73 0.71
60 1.11 0.90 0.85 0.89
80 0.96 0.99 1.01 0.9714number of processors
1 2
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40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FFA FFA P FFD FFD P
20 0.50 0.38 0.51 0.50
40 0.74 0.57 0.51 0.73
60 0.88 0.94 0.99
-
0.91
80 1.14 0.94 1.14 0.96
We now show the graphs comparing the different scheduling algorithms: FCF,
EDF, LSF, NT, and RM under the BF algorithm. The graphs comparing these
scheduling algorithms under the other allocation algorithms: FF, FFA, FFA_P,
FFD, FFD P, and WE are omitted. The following graphs complement Figures 3.4.The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.4(a)
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 1.77 1.68 1.68 1.93 1.87
40 2.69 2.84 2.84 2.73 2.69
60 3.39 3.43 3.42 3.62 2.51
80 3.44 3.42 3.42 3.84 3.16
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.4(b)
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.65 0.50 0.50 0.18 0.55
40 0.80 0.57 0.57 0.61 0.76
60 0.92 1.10 1.10 0.77 1.34
80 1.26 1.00 1.00 0.74 1.29
6 0 -number of processors
50-
40 -
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20-
10 -
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number of tasks
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 1.63 1.69 1.69 1.59 1.68
40 2.31 2.42 2.37 2.44 2.43
60 3.47 3.35 3.35 3.27 2.99
80 3.66 3.56 3.58 3.65 3.536 0 - number ofprocessors
5 0 -BF; p <= 610; c <= p*1.0; dp
4 0 -
3 0 -
2 0 -
1 0 -
0
number of tasks
20 40 60 80
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 1.94 1.80 1.80 1.94 2.01
40 2.43 2.50 2.50 2.74 2.64
60 2.91 2.76 2.75 3.02 3.22
80 4.27 4.37 4.37 4.60 4.45
3 5 - number of processors
3 0 -
BF; p <= 4*10; c <= p*0.5; dp
2 5 -
2 0 -
1 5 -
1 0 -
5 -
0
20 40
number of tasks
60 80
EDF
LSF
NT
RM
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.69 1.67
40 1.19 1.33 1.33 1.09 2.52
60 1.22 1.25 1.25 1.01 2.74
80 1.19 1.50 1.50 1.27 3.67141
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5
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1 1
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-0- NT
A-'..... RM
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20 40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 1.09 1.10 1.10 0.88 2.04
40 1.44 1.55 1.55 1.10 2.65
60 1.79 1.78 1.78 1.09 3.14
80 2.19 2.23 2.28 1.47 4.08
40-
35-
30 -
25 -
20 -
15-
10-
5
0
number of processors
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I I
,,0C
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g,......, RF
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20 40 60 80
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NI' RM
20 1.20 1.19 1.19 0.86 1.76
40 1.69 1.59 1.59 1.23 2.65
60 1.99 2.18 2.18 1.45 4.13
80 3.07 2.77 2.79 1.94 5.011 8 -number of processors
1 6 -
1 4 -
1 2 -
1 0 -
8 -
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4 -
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0
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20 40 60 80
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.48 0.53 0.53 0.48 0.63
40 0.65 0.72 0.72 0.63 0.96
60 0.67 0.94 0.94 0.67 1.13
80 0.72 0.88 0.88 0.74 1.05
1 6 - number of processors
1 4 -
1 2 -BF; p <= 6*10; c <= 13'0.25; d = p
1 0 -
8 -
6 -
4 -
2 -
0
20 40
number of tasks
I I
60 80
Ilimm...FCF
-a-- EDF
LSF
-0- NT
RM
The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.40 0.70
40 0.64 0.73 0.73 0.56 0.77
60 1.04 0.92 0.92 0.67 1.15
80 1.28 Q.96 0.96 0.95 1.53143
A.2 The Processor Utilization Rates
Theaverageprocessorutilizationratesshown hereparalleltheaverage
number of used processors shown in the last section. We first show the graphs
comparing the different allocation algorithms: FF, FFA, FFD, BF, and WF under
the EDF algorithm.
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05
40 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03
60 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02
80 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02144
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF WA FFD BF WF
20 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
40 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03
60 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
80 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF FFA FED BF WF
20 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05
40 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04
60 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
80 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03
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The Standard Deviations
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FF WA FFD BF WF
20 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07
40 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05
60 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05
80 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04
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num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.08
40 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05
60 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
80 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02
1 - processor utilization rate
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num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
40 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06
60 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05
80 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04148
The graphs showing the average processor utilization rates of the FFA, FFA_P,
FFD, FFD_P algorithms under the EDF scheduling algorithm are omitted.Itis
not hard to see that the average processor utilization rates underthe same task
generation parameters are quite close in most cases.
We now show the graphs comparing the different scheduling algorithms: FCF,
EDF, LSF, NT, and RM under the BF algorithm. The followinggraphs
complement Figure 3.5.
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.5(a)
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05
40 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03
60 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.02
80 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.03
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.5(b)
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.05
40 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03
60 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02
80 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02149
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05
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num of tasks,FCF EDF LSF NI' RM
20 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.05
40 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02
60 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02
80 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
A.3 The Execution Times
Inthissection, we furtherillustratethe execution times of theheuristics
algorithms. The results shown here complement Figure 3.6. As said before,it
only takes a second or two or less for the heuristic algorithms to perform in all
simulation cases. As aresult, we shall only present a few more graphs as
examples.153
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.6(a)
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
40 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
60 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
80 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.6(b)
num of tasks FF FFA FFD BF WF
20 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
40 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
60 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.08
80 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.12
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num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01
40 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
60 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
80 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.15 - execution time (sec.)
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num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01
40 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
60 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
80 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.011 .5execution time (sec.)
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num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT RM
20 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.01
40 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.01 0.01
60 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.01 0.01
80 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.01 0.01
A.4 The Performance of the MP Algorithm
We first compare the performance of the MP algorithm with that of the FCF,
EDF, LSF and NT algorithms in terms of the average number of processors used.
The following graphs complement Figure 3.7.The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.7(a)
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT MP
20 1.80 1.83 1.83 1.85 1.90
40 3.09 3.16 3.16 3.03 3.22
60 3.06 3.06 3.06 3.08 3.04
80 2.94 2.95 2.95 2.99 3.02
The Standard Deviations for Figure 3.7(b)
num of tasks FCF IDF LSF NT MP
20 0.41 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.48
40 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.59 0.63
60 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.76
80 1.00 0.94 0.94 1.00 0.98
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The Standard Deviations
num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT MP
20 1.74 1.72 1.72 1.70 1.62
40 2.33 2.43 2.37 2.33 2.43
60 2.67 2.67 2.66 2.64 2.78
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num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT MP
20 2.36 2.39 2.39 2.36 2.25
40 2.64 2.64 2.64 2.64 2.48
60 3.29 3.22 3.22 3.38 3.00
80 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.36 4.16
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num of tasks FCF EDF LSF NT MP
20 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.96
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We now show the average processor utilization rates of the MP, FCF, EDF, LSF
and NT algorithms under the FFA_P allocationalgorithm. We omitthe
execution times of the MP-based algorithms. As said in section 3.3.2.4, the MP
algorithm is very simple and fast.
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A.5 The Effect of Diversifying Task Periods
In thissection, we first show the effect of diversifying task periods on the
different allocation algorithms: FF, FFA_P, FFD_P, BF, and WF under the EDF
schedulingalgorithm. Note that we omit the graphs showing the execution
times of the different heuristic algorithms after the periods were diversified.
As saidinsection3.3.2.5,aftertheperiodsarediversified,theheuristic
algorithms based on the FCF, EDF, and LSF algorithms should run faster because
the number of instances in the first two lcm time periods are reduced.
We first show the effect in terms of the average number of processors used.
The following graphs complement Figure 3.8.
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20 1.88 1.84 1.68 1.59 1.57
40 2.75 2.14 2.17 1.96 2.48
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80 3.09 2.88 2.74 2.94 3.34167
We now show the effect in terms of the average processor utilization rates.
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We now showtheeffectofdiversifyingtaskperiodsonthedifferent
scheduling algorithms: FCF, EDF, LSF, NT, and RM under the FFA_P allocation
algorithm. We first show theeffectinterms of theaverage number of
processorsused.
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We now show the effect in terms of the average processor utilization rates. The
following graphs complement Figure 3.9.
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We now show the effect of diversifying task periods on the MP scheduling
algorithm. We firstshow theeffectinterms of theaverage number of
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We first show the effect in terms of the average processor utilization rates. The
following graphs complement Figure 3.10.
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B. More on Code Generation
Here we show the Adam' tasks generated from control driving sources and the
control operators other than control join. See section 4.2.4.1. In the following
Adam' task description, a string in italicisto be replaced by its correspondent
in a design.
For each control-in arrow connected to the context box of a design and whose
source is an external sporadic event, generate the following Ada'*' task:
task ExternalEvent_ArrowLabelis
entryExternalSource_ArrowLabel;
forExtemalSource_ArrowLabe/use at anInterruptAddress;
end ExternalEvent_ArrowLabel;
task body ExtemalEvent_ArrowLabe/is
begin
delay Event ReleaseTime;
loop
acceptExternalSource_ArrowLabe/ do
Control_ln_Arrow_ID;
end ExternalSource_ArrowLaba;
end loop;
end ExtemalEvent_ArrowLabel;
Note thatthetextassociated withacontrol-inarrow whose sourceisan
externalevent, Arrow Label, is not a variable but a label signifying an event
source and the address associated with the event source, anlnterruptAddress, is
specified in the label. In our example in section 4.1.1, the address has been
omitted.
For each control-in arrow connected to the context box of a design and whose
source is a timer, generate the following Adam' task:177
task Timer_ArrowLabel is
end Timer_ArrowLabel;
task body Timer_ArrowLabelis
begin
delay TimerReleaseTime;
Control_ln_Arrow_ID;
loop
delay TimerPeriod;
Controlin_Arrow_ID;
end loop;
end Timer ArrowLabel;
Similarly tothe case for external events, the ArrowLabel for a control-in
arrow whose source is a timer is not a variable but a label signifying a timer.
For each control branch operator, generate the following Adam task:
task Control_Branch_ID is
entry Control_In_Arrow_ID;
end Control_Branch_ID ;
task body Control_Branch_ID is
begin
loop
accept Control_In_Arrow_ID d o
Control_Out_Arrow_ID1;
Control_Out_Arrow_ID2;
end Control_In_Arrow_ID ;
end loop;
end Control_Branch_ID;
For the repeat, skip, case and if operators, generate the following Adam, tasks,
respectively:178
task Repeat_Operator_ID is
entry Control_In_Arrow_ID;
end Repeat_Operator_ID;
task body Repeat_Operator_ID is
begin
loop
accept Control_In_Arrow_ID do
for i in 1..The_Upper_Bound loop
Control_Out_Arrow_ID1;
end loop;
Control_Out_Arrow_ID2;
end Control_ln_Arrow_ID ;
end loop;
end Repeat_Operator_ID;
task Skip_Operator_ID is
entry Control_In_Arrow_ID;
end Skip_Operator_ID;
task body Skip_Operator_ID is
begin
k := 1;
loop
accept Control_In_Arrow_ID do
if 1/k = The_Skip_Specification then
Control_Out_Arrow_ID1;
k := 1;
else
k :=k + 1;
end if;
Control_Out_Arrow_ID2;
end Control_In_Arrow_ID ;
end loop;
end Skip_Operator_ID;179
task Case_Operator_ID is
entry Control_In_Arrow_ID;
end Case_Operator_ID ;
task body Case_Operator_ID is
begin
loop
accept Control_In_Arrow_ID do
case The Variable is
when value] => Control_Out_ArrowID1;
when value2 =>ControlOut_ArrowID2;
endcase;
end Controlin_Arrow_ID;
end loop;
end Case_Operator_ID;
task If Operator_ID is
entry Control_In_Arrow_ID;
end If Operator_ID ;
task body If Operator_ID is
begin
loop
accept Control_In_Arrow_ID do
if expression) then
Control_Out_Arrow_ID1;
else if expr essio n2 then
Control_Out_Arrow_ID2;
endif;
end Controlin_Arrow _ID ;
end loop;
end If Operator_ID;